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Abstract
The investigation presented herein was performed to determine the effect of boundary
conditions and architectural parameters on the mechanical properties of bovine
cancellous bone. 124 cylindrical cancellous samples (7.5 mm height) were harvested
from a total of 9 bovine humeri. Mechanical properties of these samples were
determined using compression tests performed at three, quasi-static strain rates,
namely: 10−3 , 10−2 and 10−1 s−1.The specimen conditions investigated were standard
specimens (with marrow, 10 mm diameter), defatted specimens (without marrow, 10
mm diameter), structurally confined specimens (with marrow and a confining collar, 10
mm diameter) and bone confined specimens (with marrow, 20 mm and 28 mm
diameters).
Each specimen was scanned using a µCT scanner (Phoenix, voxel size 80 µm, 70 kV,
350 µA, acquisition time of 500 ms per image). The images were used to determine
the architectural parameters for each specimen, which were calculated using algorithms
developed during the study. These algorithms were validated against existing software
(BoneJ) which is available to calculate cancellous bone architectural parameters.
The results of the compression testing showed little dependence of mechanical properties
on strain rate. The results of the defatted and structurally confined specimens showed a
decrease in scatter with the elimination and reduction, respectively, of flow of the marrow
within the trabecular network. This suggests that although marrow does not strengthen
bone at quasi-static strain rates, the flow of marrow disrupts the trabecular network.
The bone confinement results showed significantly increased mechanical strength of the
inner 10 mm core compared to the whole sample. Apparent modulus was found to be
58% and 60% higher in the central core of the sample for 20 mm and 28 mm samples
respectively. This suggests that doubling the diameter effectively removes the edge effects,
with any additional diameter increase having no effect. Inner core yield strength was 58%
higher in the 20 mm samples, and roughly 96% higher in the 28 mm samples compared to
full specimen yield strength. This suggested that post-yield behaviour requires a further
increase in overall diameter to sufficiently remove the edge effects due to the boundary
condition.
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The results of the architectural parameters suggested a linear correlation between the
mechanical properties and parameters bone volume versus total volume and trabecular
number. An exponential relationship was found to exist between the mechanical
properties and mean trabecular separation. No correlation was found between
mechanical properties and mean trabecular thickness. It was also concluded that
specimen condition affects the relationship between mechanical properties and
architectural parameters. Therefore, to effectively predict the response of cancellous
bone, specimen condition should be used in conjunction with at least two architectural
parameters, preferably bone volume versus total volume and mean trabecular
separation.
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Bone is a complex, biological, connective tissue. Bone is classified macroscopically as
either cortical (“dense”) or cancellous (“spongy”) bone. Cancellous bone has a hierarchical
microstructure which allows for marrow to be present within a network of trabeculae,
and this causes strengths of the overall structure which far exceed the strengths of the
individual components. Cancellous bone microstructure, in particular, is remodelled
under strain - caused by running, lifting weights, or other day to day activities - and is
therefore highly irregular and unique to each individual [1].
Macroscopic fracture of bone can occur during events such as falling, vehicle collisions,
projectile or blunt force trauma. The mechanical response of bone is an important factor
to consider when studying these macroscopic fracture events, and as such, has been
under investigation for many years. Multiple studies have conducted investigations, both
numerical and experimental, into the way in which bone behaves in various confinement
and boundary conditions [2–10]. However, few studies have successfully replicated the
true in vivo response of cancellous bone, as most whole bone studies are purely numerical
[6–8] and therefore do not have experimental data to validate the results.
Results of an investigation of this kind could serve to better inform vehicle accident or
landmine blast simulations. There are between 20 and 50 million injuries sustained per
year due to car accidents [11]. Currently, the risk of injury during these events is based on
quantified tests involving Post Mortem Human Surrogates (PMHS). While PMHS tests
are useful in a broad sense, they do not provide an accurate representation of the way in
which the human body reacts to these events.
The scarcity of confinement data suggests a need to experimentally investigate the effect
of a confinement condition on cancellous bone in order to represent in vivo conditions.
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In addition, the inter-individual variation of cancellous bone gives rise to the need to
accurately reconstruct specific bone samples when simulating fracture events. One way
to perform this reconstruction is by using microstructural (or architectural) parameters
specific to individual bone samples.
1.2 Scope of Investigation
The investigation herein was performed to determine the effect of boundary conditions
and architectural parameters on the mechanical properties of bovine cancellous bone.
Mechanical properties were calculated from experimental results, and were analysed
across five specimen boundary conditions. Specimens were compressed at 10−3, 10−2
and 10−1 s−1. The specimen conditions investigated were:
1. 10 mm diameter Standard specimens
2. 10 mm diameter Defatted specimens
3. 10 mm diameter Structurally Confined specimens
4. 20 mm Bone Confined specimens
5. 28 mm Bone Confined specimens
Each of these specimens was scanned using a µCT scanner (Phoenix, voxel size 80 µm, 70
kV, 350 µA, acquisition time of 500 ms per image). The images were used to determine
the architectural parameters for each specimen, which were calculated using algorithms
developed during the study. These algorithms were validated against existing software
(BoneJ) which is available to calculate cancellous bone architectural parameters.
Based on the five specimen conditions, the objectives of the study were:
1. Perform a set of experiments which investigate the effect of the following parameters
on the mechanical response of bovine cancellous bone:
• Strain rate
• Presence of marrow
• Confinement condition
• Architectural parameters
Chapter 1: Introduction 2
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2. Develop algorithms to calculate the architectural parameters of individually µCT
scanned samples
3. Validate the developed algorithm using BoneJ
4. Develop an experimental confinement technique that more accurately represents an
in vivo response
5. Draw conclusions and make recommendations based on the findings of the
investigation
1.3 Outline
Chapter 2 presents a review of relevant literature. The physiology of cancellous bone is
described, following which architectural parameters are defined. A brief review of image
acquisition and processing methods is given, after which the intrinsic and extrinsic factors
which influence the mechanical response of bone are presented. This includes a review of
various studies which have conducted both numerical and experimental studies.
Chapter 3 decribes the details of the specimen preparation process for the investigation.
This includes machining, defatting and storing of individual specimens.
The method for obtaining architectural parameters is presented in chapter 4. This
includes the methods used to scan and process the images for each sample, as well as
binarising images to be used in calculations. The validation of the developed algorithms
is also described in this chapter.
Chapter 5 presents the experimental configurations for the various tests and specimen
configurations. A detailed discussion on the design and calibration of the confinement
platform, used for bone confinement tests, is presented, following which the experimental
test series are summarised. Descriptions of the methods used to determine mechanical
properties as well as to statistically analyse the data are given.
The results of and discussion about the investigation are presented in chapter 6,
following which conclusions are drawn and recommendations are made in chapters 7
and 8 respectively.
Chapter 1: Introduction 3
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Bone is a complex material which has been studied extensively over the years. Various
studies have aimed to quantify the response of bone, and have investigated many different
aspects of this material in order to do so. This literature review reports on the results
of these studies to inform the investigation herein, and focusses on studies specific to
cancellous bone.
The chapter begins with a description of the physiology of cancellous bone, followed by
definitions of the architectural parameters which define the geometry of cancellous
bone. Image processing methods relating specifically to cancellous bone are investigated
and presented. Finally, factors affecting the mechanical response of bone - such as
architectural parameters, anatomical site and orientation, apparent density, strain rate,
boundary conditions, presence of marrow and specimen preparation and storage - are
presented.
The outcomes of this review will serve to provide insights into the decisions and
assumptions made throughout this study.
2.1 Bone Physiology
Bone is a complex, biological, connective tissue which forms majority of the skeleton in
vertebrates. Bone is responsible for major organ protection, nutrient storage and
production, blood production and movement facilitation through its load-bearing
capabilities as well as muscle attachment sites. In order for bone to perform its
functions, it is stiff, rigid, and has an adapted architectural structure depending on
anatomical site. There are two types of bone; cancellous - also called trabecular or
“spongy” bone - and cortical bone. This investigation will focus on cancellous bone in
particular.
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2.1.1 Cancellous Bone
Cancellous bone is typically found at the ends of long bones, as well as at the core of
vertebrae and flat bones such as the skull and scapula [1]. It is less dense than cortical
bone - having porosities ranging from 30 to over 90 % [9] - and is made up of trabeculae
which are interconnected and surrounded by red bone marrow [1]. The trabeculae have
thicknesses between 100-640 µm [3].
Figure 2.1 shows this structure. The canaliculi present on the trabecular surfaces make
cancellous bone highly porous. At a microstructural level, cancellous bone is made of
lamellae, which are organised into concentric lamella packets [12], as seen in figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Cancellous bone physiology [1]
Lamella packets are deposited onto the trabecular surfaces as bone remodelling occurs,
changing the orientation and shape of each trabecula [12]. Figure 2.2 shows newly
deposited lamella packets in contrast to older packets. It is evident that the newest or
outermost packet (indicated with white solid parallel lines) are aligned with the current
trabecular orientation, while the older packets (indicated with black dotted and black
dashed parallel lines) are no longer aligned with the trabecular axis.
Remodelling of this form causes a gradual change in the entire trabecular surface of the
bone, eventually reshaping the trabecular network as a whole. This leads to a randomised
and unpredictable network structure. This network of randomly organised trabeculae
forms the architectural level of cancellous bone. An example of this trabecular network
is shown in figure 2.3. The architectural level of cancellous bone is the focus of this
investigation.
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Figure 2.2: A photograph acquired using a scanning electron microscope of a dissected
trabecula. Pairs of parallel lines show lamellar packets [12]
Figure 2.3: Scanning electron microscope photograph of a trabecular network [13]
2.1.2 Cancellous Architectural Parameter Description
Over recent years, the use of micro-computed tomography (µCT) to assess the
architectural morphology of cancellous bone has grown exponentially. There are,
however, many different parameters which can be assessed, and these parameters are
often quantified inconsistently [14]. These inconsistencies arise from differences in image
acquisition methods between µCT systems as well as differences evaluating and
reporting the results [14].
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In order to account for inconsistencies, Bouxsein et al. (2010) [14] suggest that any study




– X-ray tube potential
– voxel size
– volume of interest
• Image Processing
– image filtration algorithms
– image segmentation approach
Based on multiple studies [14–26], cancellous bone architecture is conventionally described
using the architectural parameters defined in table 2.1. This is, however, a non-exhaustive
list. The architectural parameters in bold are considered the minimum set of parameters
to be reported when quantifying cancellous bone architecture [14].
In order to quantify these parameters, either a 2-dimensional or 3-dimensional approach
must be taken [16,26,27].
In the case of the 2D approach, either a “rodlike” or a “platelike” model must be assumed
for the trabecular network of cancellous bone. Examples of these network types are
shown in figure 2.4. Equations 2.1-2.5 show algorithms used by Hipp et al. (1996) [16]
in order to calculate the geometric and morphological parameters mentioned in table 2.1
using 2D methods. While the authors do not specify whether a rodlike or a platelike
model was assumed, these equations are consistent with those used by Hildebrand et
al. (1999) [27] and Silva et al. (2014) [26] for rodlike trabeculae. Figure 2.5a shows an
explanation for calculating mean trabecular number (Tb.N) as described in equation 2.2.
Mean trabecular separation (Tb.Sp) can also be calculated using a 2D test line method.
Figure 2.5b gives a graphical explanation of this method. The average space (in mm)
between trabeculae is calculated for each test line.
BV/TV =




No. of test line intersections with bone-marrow interface
Unit test line length
(2.2)
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Table 2.1: A table showing a summary of conventional architectural parameters [14–26]
Family Parameter Description Unit
Geometry and
Morphology
BV Bone Volume mm3
TV Total Volume mm3
BV/TV Bone Volume Fraction %
BS Bone Surface mm2
BS/BV Specific Bone Surface mm2/mm3
BS/TV Bone Surface Density mm2/mm3
Tb.N Trabecular Number 1/mm
Tb.Th Mean Trabecular Thickness mm
Tb.Sp Mean Trabecular Separation mm
Tb.Sp.SD Trabecular Separation Standard Deviation mm
Tb.Sp.SD Trabecular Separation Standard Deviation mm
Topology
FD Fractal Dimension
SMI Structural Model Index
Conn.D Connectivity Density
Connectivity
N.Nd Number of Junctions 1/mm3
N.Tp Number of Triple Point 1/mm3
N.Qp Number of Quadruple Point 1/mm3










Tb.Sp = average length between bone-marrow interfaces (2.5)
While parameters such as BV/TV and BS/TV show no significant sensitivity to either
the 2D or 3D approach, other parameters such as Tb.N, Tb.Sp and Tb.Th have been
found to exhibit unpredictable errors when using the 2D rather than the 3D approach
[14]. This is largely due to the fact that the 2D approach requires an assumption of
the underlying structure of the bone (either rodlike or platelike), when in reality the
trabecular network may consist of a combination of these types [14, 16, 26, 27]. In order
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(a) Rodlike network (b) Platelike network
Figure 2.4: A 3D model comparison of rodlike and platelike trabecular networks [27]
(a) Tb.N graphical explanation (b) Tb.Sp graphical explanation
Figure 2.5: Illustrations showing graphical explanations for the test line method of
calculating Tb.N and Tb.Sp [27]
to obtain these parameters without assuming an underlying model for the trabecular
network, as recommended by Bouxsein et al. (2010) [14], 3D methods must be used. 3D
methods use a sphere fitting method in order to calculate Tb.Sp as well as Tb.Th. The
sphere fitting method is shown in figure 2.6. Tb.N is then calculated as the inverse of the
mean distance between trabeculae mid-axes (in mm−1) [14], as shown in figure 2.7.
Tb.N is calculated in one of two ways - either directly, as in figure 2.7, or indirectly using
the inverse of Tb.Sp. Although this method will be slightly less accurate than computing
the mean distances between trabeculae directly, it can dramatically reduce computation
time if the algorithms are implemented directly rather than through dedicated software.
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(a) Tb.Th sphere fitting (b) Tb.Sp sphere fitting
Figure 2.6: A 3D model showing the sphere fitting method for calculating Tb.Th and
Tb.Sp using the 3D approach [14]
Figure 2.7: An illustration of the Tb.N mid-axis distance [26]
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2.2 Architecture acquisition
As outlined in section 2.1.2, there are variables which should be included as a minimum
in a study which uses µCT scanning to quantify cancellous bone architecture. The
following sections demonstrate the effect of variables such as scanning equipment,
scanning medium and image segmentation methods, on the outcome of the reported
architectural parameters.
2.2.1 Image Acquisition Equipment
High-resolution µCT scanners are highly specialised imaging tools. Each machine has
different specifications, and these specifications can affect the accuracy of the scanned
images as well as the architectural parameters inferred from these images.
While µCT images provide an accurate, non-destructive method for determining
architectural parameters of bone, prolonged exposure to high intensity X-rays is
dangerous for living patients. As such, Teo et al. [28] conducted a study in which
clinical-CT scans (150 µm resolution) were compared with µCT images (14 µm
resolution). It was determined that parameters such as BV/TV correlated well between
clinical- and µCT, but that others such as Tb.N and Tb.Sp only correlated
moderately [28]. This is likely due to lower resolution images making it difficult to
discern between bone and non-bone structures. As such, resolutions higher than 100 µm
should be used when assessing the architectural parameters of cancellous bone [28].
Christiansen [29] studied the effect of voxel size on determining the microstructural
parameters for cancellous bone in mice. The study compared images taken of the same
structures at various voxel sizes, and found that lower resolution images became
difficult to distinguish between bone and non-bone regions of the scan, causing
inaccuracies and variability in the determined architectural parameters. Figures 2.8a
and 2.8b show scans of the same structures at various voxel sizes. The images suggest
that voxel sizes of 15 µm or less are required for accurate imaging on the bone samples.
Although the findings of Teo et al. [28] and Christiansen [29] do not agree with one
another, the latter study was performed on mice while the first was performed on pigs.
The larger animal has larger bones, which implies significantly larger trabeculae. This
would therefore suggest that voxel sizes of 100 µm or less would be sufficient for any
samples harvested from animals as large or larger than pigs.
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(a) µCT scanned 2D raw images of a mouse lumbar vertebra
(b) 3D reconstruction of a cancellous bone sample shown in figure 2.8a
Figure 2.8: Images presented by Christiansen [29] depicting the differences between scans
using varying voxel sizes - from 6 to 30 µm
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2.2.2 Image processing
Image processing is required once µCT scans have been completed. This allows for the
separation of cortical bone from cancellous bone, as well as other non-bone structures -
such as marrow or other inclusions. Bone can have a complex structural organisation,
and it is therefore important to ensure that any analysis is performed on the correct
structures. This section describes the ways in which µCT images are segmented in order
to yield the most accurate analysis of the structures.
2.2.2.1 Segmentation methods
Segmentation is process to achieve differentiation between bone types, as well as between
bone and non-bone structures within a bone specimen. These structures include marrow
or blood vessles, among others. For the purposes of this study, segmentation was limited
to differentiating between bone and non-bone structures, or bone and bone marrow in
the case of cancellous bone.
Segmentation of cancellous bone relies on binarising 2D scanned images, essentially
classifying each voxel as either “bone” or “non-bone”. Methods of segmentation range
from manual to fully-automated [30].
Rathnayaka et al. [30] investigated the effects of different segmentation methods on the
accuracy of long bone reconstructions from CT scans. It was concluded that although
manual methods are simplest to implement, they allow for intra- or inter-personal
variability of the data. Semi- or fully-automated segmentation methods rely on either
edge detection techniques or image thresholding [30]. Canny edge detection was used in
the study, shown in figure 2.9. As is seen in figure 2.9, some post processing was
required by the user to correct for gaps within the image.
Rathnayaka et al. [30] performed image thresholding using a histogram approach on
grayscale images. The histogram showed intensities of grayscale voxels, such as in figure
2.10.
Figure 2.9: A graphical representation of Canny edge detection used to differentiate bone
volume from the background of an image [30].
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Figure 2.10: Grayscale intensity histogram of a femur, as presented by Rathnayaka et
al. [30].
As seen in the image, the thicker regions of bone have higher voxel intensities, which
correlate to the thick outer layer of cortical bone along the shaft of the femur. Lower
intensities correspond to areas of cancellous bone, or thinner walled cortical bone.
Histograms such as these were used to calculate multiple thresholding values, by using
the values demarcated with arrows in figure 2.10 to segment each region of the
femur [30]. A single threshold value was also applied to the same images based on an
average intensity value for each 2D image. It was concluded that multi-threshold
techniques produced the lowest errors for whole bones, followed by Canny filtering and
single thresholding techniques [30]. Due to the labour intensive nature of manual
thresholding and its tendency to produce user dependent variability, multi-thresholding
techniques were deemed the most accurate measure of long bone reconstructions.
Christiansen [29] performed a study in which scanned images were segmented either
manually by a skilled operator, or using the histogram method described previously. The
segmented images were used to determine microstructural organisation of each of the
bone samples. The study found that at higher resolutions (or smaller voxel sizes), both
segmentation methods yielded similar results. However, at larger voxel sizes, the results
diverged, as seen in figures 2.11a - 2.11d. The results suggest that the histogram method
of segmentation is effective for voxel sizes of up to 10 µm.
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(a) Bone Volume versus Total Volume (b) Trabecular Number
(c) Trabecular Thickness (d) Trabecular Separation
Figure 2.11: Graphs showing the manually (qualitatively) selected segmentation method
in comparison to the histogram segmentation method at different voxel sizes [29]
There are several multi-thresholding techniques which can be applied to CT images.
One such method is Otsu’s method, which is used in many commercial image processing
programmes. A built-in function in MATLAB, im2bw, uses Otsu’s method of
thresholding. Otsu’s method assumes that images have two pixel “classes”, and uses
intensity histograms to minimise the intra-class variance [31]. This method has the
same effect as maximising the inter-class variance, therefore creating distinct differences
between “bone” and “non-bone” regions, as shown in figure 2.12.
Figure 2.12: Grayscale image converted to binary using Otsu’s method of thresholding
[32].
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2.3 Factors influencing mechanical response
When characterising the mechanical response of cancellous bone, it is important to note
the factors which may influence this response. As discussed previously, bone is a complex,
biological structure and as such, there are many factors which affect the strength of
cancellous bone.
The following sections discuss both intrinsic and extrinsic factors which influence the
response of cancellous bone to mechanical loading, and therefore its mechanical properties
such as Apparent Modulus and Ultimate Stress.
2.3.1 Intrinsic factors
2.3.1.1 Architectural parameters
Section 2.1.2 detailed architectural parameters for cancellous bone as well as the way
in which these parameters are computed. Multiple studies have investigated the effect
that these parameters have on the response of cancellous bone [3,18,20–25,28,28,33–46].
Many of these studies have found that mechanical properties are far better predicted
when taking architectural parameters into consideration along with other factors.
Cendre et al. [33] performed compression testing at quasi-static strain rates on cubed
cancellous specimens. Specimens from the same bones were extracted and analysed
using histomorphometry and high-resolution computed tomogrophy (HRCT) to find the
architectural parameters. A significant correlation between compressive strength and
architectural parameters determined using these imaging methods was observed,
however, it should be noted that the same specimens which were compressed were not
tested for architecture. Although specimens were taken from the same bone, slightly
adjacent specimens could have differing architectural parameters, and it would therefore
be more beneficial to perform imaging methods on specimens which are tested directly.
Charlebois [3] noted a significant improvement in the prediction of ultimate strain as well
as yield strain when more than one architectural parameter was accounted for in samples.
Prot et al. [20,43] agreed with this finding, concluding that architectural parameters are
strong predictors of mechanical response of trabecular bone.
Nazarian et al. [42] performed step-wise micro-compression testing on human lumbar
vertebral specimens. µCT imaging was completed in combination with these compression
tests in order to capture the failure behaviour of the specimens. Figure 2.13 shows the
scanned images of a specimen after each compression step.
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Figure 2.13: 3D reconstructions of the compression steps of a single cancellous bone
specimen, adapted from Nazarian et al. [42]. Steps (from left to right) are 0, 2, 4, 8, 12,
16 and 20% strain.
These scanned images were analysed for architectural parameters such as BV/TV, Tb.Th
and Tb.N, amongst others. Each specimen was divided into subregions, as shown in figure
2.14, and was examined for failure in each of these regions. The failure regions were then
compared to the architectural parameters for each region, and a maximum likelihood
estimation (MLE) used to predict failure based on each of the architectural parameters
measured.
Figure 2.15 shows the way in which probability of failure varies with a change in
architectural parameters such as BV/TV, Conn.D and H1 in each subregion. H1 is the
tertiary eigenvector for the bone sample, which indicates a magnitude and direction in
which the least amount of bone is orientated [47]. It is clear that across all varying
architectural parameters, the probability of failure decreases as BV/TV increases. This
suggests that a bone will break at its weakest link, regardless of the whole bone
structure.
Figure 2.14: AN image of the subregions assigned to compressive specimens, adapted
from Nazarian et al. [42].
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Figure 2.15: Graphs showing the dependence of probability of failure on various
architectural parameters [42].
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Figure 2.16: A graph showing the experimental versus numerical results by Syahrom et
al. [22] showing the dependence of cancellous bone modulus on BV/TV.
Syahrom et al. [22] investigated the effects of architectural parameters on trabecular
bone using both experimental and simulation studies. Compression tests were
performed on cylindrical, defatted specimens at a constant strain rate of 0.001 s−1. A
subset of the specimens were scanned using µCT, from which 3D models and finite
element (FE) simulations were created. Three distinct types of failure mechanism were
reported during mechanical compression; namely oblique, global and local fracture [22],
however, no correlation was found between the architectural parameters and the type of
failure. The numerical results seemed to correspond with the experimental data
collected, as shown in figure 2.16, however, the simulation data set was small compared
to the overall sample size (4 numerical versus 24 experimental).
2.3.1.2 Anatomical site and orientation
Different bones in the skeleton perform different functions, and as such, have structural
differences which influence the mechanical response. The dependence of the mechanical
response of trabecular bone on anatomical site has been studied by various authors [3,
24,27,38,42,48].
Morgan and Keaveny [48] investigated the effect of anatomical site on the strength of
cancellous bone by performing compressive and tensile tests on cylindrical specimens from
various anatomical sites. Various mechanical properties were found to be dependent on
anatomical site, with 20% variance for yield strain, and a factor of 8 and 10 for yield
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stress and modulus respectively between anatomical sites. Morgan and Keaveny also
observed little intra-site variance in these properties, despite specimens being harvested
from multiple age categories and from both men and women [48].
Charlebois [3] conducted an experimental and numerical investigation on human
cancellous bone from different anatomical sites. After CT scanning each specimen,
architectural parameters were plotted against one another for each site, as shown in
figure 2.17a. This image shows distinct regions for each anatomical site, and as
discussed previously, architectural parameters of bone specimens have significant
influence on the mechanical response of each specimen. Visually, figure 2.17b shows the
difference in architectural organisation between cancellous samples taken from different
anatomical sites. The difference in organisation depending on anatomical site suggests
that each of these sites would exhibit similar grouping when mechanical response to
compressive stresses was compared. This was observed in the experimental results, as
shown in comparison to the results of the numerical model for modulus as yield stress,
presented in figure 2.18. As seen in the results, distinct groups are apparent for each
anatomical site - with the distal radius and femoral head showing the greatest strength
results.
Nazarian et al. [42] and Hildebrand et al. [27] both concluded that the lumbar spine has
the lowest average BV/TV when compared to other anatomical sites.
2.3.1.3 Apparent density
Apparent density refers to the mass of a sample divided by the total volume, including
all pores and voids which are inherent to the structure [49]. For bone samples,
especially cancellous bone, apparent density is much simpler to determine than true
density. True density requires submersion of samples due to the complex nature of the
trabecular network, whereas apparent density requires only overall dimensions and
weight of a sample. Apparent density has been found to have an effect on the
mechanical response of cancellous bone, and is therefore an important variable to
consider when performing experiments.
Cendre et al. [33] and Garrison et al. [35] observed a significant correlation between
maximum compressive strength and apparent density. Kasra and Grynpas [50] observed
a proportional relationship between the shear strength of cancellous bone and apparent
density raised to the power of 1.02. Similarly, shear modulus was found to be proportional
to apparent density raised to the power of 1.08. Correlations between apparent density
and the mechanical properties measured were found across all strain rates, as shown in
figure 2.19.
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(a) Graphs showing the relation between volume fraction and degree of anisotropy (left) and
axial fabric (right) [3]. CA: Calcaneous, FH: Femoral Head, RA: Distal Radius, T12: 12th
Thoracic Vertebra
(b) 3D reconstruction of cancellous bone samples taken from two anatomical sites - left:
calcaneous, right: distal radius [3]
Figure 2.17: Differences in architecture observed for different anatomical sites [3]
Figure 2.18: Graphs showing the experimental versus numerical results by Charlebois [3]
showing distinct differences in mechanical response over different anatomical sites.
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Figure 2.19: Graphs showing the results of apparent density versus maximum torsional
stress and Shear Modulus as presented by Kasra and Grynpas [50]
Kopperdahl and Keaveny [51] investigated the hypothesis that apparent density has no
influence on the yield strain of cancellous bone subjected to on-axis loading. The study
consisted of 22 tensile and 22 compressive tests performed at a strain rate of 0.005 s−1
on 8 mm diameter human cancellous bone specimens cut from T10-L4 vertebrae. The
cylindrical specimens were nominally 25 mm long, with the end 5 mm of each end glued
into a brass end cap to eliminate end artefacts. The relevant measurements are highly
sensitive to end artefacts, and therefore achieving accurate results without securing the
specimen ends would be difficult [52]. The data collected from the human cancellous
bone samples was compared to bovine data collected previously. The study disproved
the hypothesis, with findings showing a linear correlation between apparent density and
yield strain for both human and bovine cancellous bone. However, as shown in figure
2.20, the tensile tests showed no dependence on apparent density.
Figure 2.20: A graph showing apparent density versus yield strain results from the study
conducted by Kopperdahl and Keaveny [51].
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2.3.2 Extrinsic factors
2.3.2.1 Strain rate
Strain rate dependency is an important factor when considering the strength of bone, as
it has often been described as a visco-elastic material. There are two distinct strain rate
regimes, namely quasi-static and dynamic strain rates. Quasi-static strain rates are less
than 1 s−1, while dynamic strain rates are split into the intermediate range, 1-100 s−1, and
the high strain rate range, greater than 100 s1. Numerous studies have investigated the
effect of strain rate on the mechanical response of bone [9,37,50,53–56]. For the purposes
of this study, the quasi-static regime will be considered. These strain rates correspond to
those experienced while walking, running, and even some impact fractures [9].
Kasra and Grynpas [50] performed an experimental torsion study using cylindrical
specimens of sheep cancellous bone. Three quasi-static strain rates were investigated,
namely 0.002 s−1, 0.015 s−1 and 0.05 s−1. The results of the investigation showed a
significant increase in shear modulus and shear strength with an increase of strain rate.
Cloete et al. [57] investigated the strain rate dependence of bovine cortical bone. The
study spanned a range of strain rates from quasi-static through to dynamic, including an
intermediate range which was previously lacking data in the literature. The results of the
investigation showed an increase in Young’s modulus as the strain increased, showing a
distinct transition in the mechanical properties between the quasi-static and intermediate
strain rate ranges. Figure 2.21 shows this trend, with the intermediate strain rate range
highlighted in the red box.
Prot et al. [54, 55] investigated the strain rate dependence of cancellous bone, focussing
on the intermediate strain rate range. Experimental testing was performed using two
techniques developed by Cloete et al. [57], namely the split Hopkinson pressure bar
(SHPB) and the Wedge-Bar. The data collected in the studies was consistent with
similar data in the literature, with the dynamic strain rates showing non-linear response
of cancellous bone. However, the intermediate strain rate ranges have been
under-represented in the literature. Therefore, the data collected could not be
compared. Figure 2.22 shows the results presented by Prot et al. [55]. The graph
indicates a clear strain rate dependence of ultimate stress (σu).
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Figure 2.21: Data presented by Cloete et al. [57], including data from references [58,59],
showing the strain rate dependence of the Young’s modulus of bovine cortical bone. Red
box indicates intermediate strain rate range.
Figure 2.22: A box and whisker plot showing ultimate stress of specimens compressed at
different strain rates, from Quasi-Static to Dynamic, adapted from Prot et al. [55].
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2.3.2.2 Boundary conditions
Boundary conditions of a bone sample affect the way in which the sample reacts to
loading. Certain boundary conditions, such as confinement, may help the sample resist
fracture and contain the bone marrow within the sample, which could better represent the
in vivo conditions of whole bones. Other boundary conditions, such as edge effects, could
cause stress concentrations in certain bone sample geometries. It is therefore important
to consider the boundary conditions of bone samples, both when performing experimental
tests and when undertaking numerical simulations.
Chaari et al. [2] investigated compression of trabecular samples using both open cell
(unconfined) and closed cell (confined) testing methods, experimentally and using FE
models. Specimens were cut from from bovine rib bones. The unconfined configuration
allowed marrow to escape from within the specimen during compression without
changing the specimens response, while the confined configuration aimed to mimic in
vivo boundary conditions by preventing marrow and other fluid from being expelled
from the sample during compression. During sample compression, three distinct loading
stages were observed, as shown in figure 2.23.
It was concluded that the effect of the boundary condition had little significance during
the initial loading stage for the specimen. However, a comparison of the confined and
unconfined methods over the entire loading of the specimen showed a significant decrease
in stress in the specimen for unconfined compared to confined specimens. Figure 2.24
shows the similarity between both methods during the initial loading stage, as well as
the difference in stress during the rest of the compression.
The numerical investigation was performed using µCT scanning to acquire the
Figure 2.23: A graph showing the compression stages of cancellous bone as presented by
Chaari et al. [2]
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Figure 2.24: A graph showing Stress-Strain curves for compression tests of cancellous
bone presented by Chaari et al. [2]
architectural organisation of each specimen. The finding that there was no significance
between boundary conditions in the initial loading stage of the specimens led the
authors to neglect the effect of the boundary condition and fluid interaction on the
behaviour of the specimen in the FE models. An example of the results from this model
is shown in figure 2.25.
Although the study showed good correlation between boundary condition and mechanical
response, the specimens used were a combination of both cancellous and cortical bone.
Therefore, the authors’ claim that the compression tests performed represent the response
of cancellous bone alone is questionable. The FE models were only performed using
the architecture of the cancellous bone, and therefore do not accurately represent the
Figure 2.25: A graph showing the numerical results in comparison to the experimental
force-displacement curve [2]
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compression tests performed.
Charlebois [3] tested human cancellous bone in compression both with and without
confinement, as described in section 2.3.1.2. Confinement was achieved using simple
stainless steel confinement tubes, where each specimen was fitted into several
confinement tubes with varying inner diameters until the “best fit” for each specimen
was found. The specimens were glued to metal rods which were fixed to the testing
machine using hydraulic grips, as shown in figure 2.26. During this investigation, it was
observed that there was no statistical difference between samples which were confined
versus those which were unconfined, with both datasets showing large variability.
Kelly and McGarry [4] investigated the confinement effect experimentally, using a setup
as shown in figure 2.27. Specimens used in the study were not bone, but were rather made
from polyurethane foam which is commercially available and used as a cancellous bone
analogue. The study was augmented with a material model and simulations, and it was
concluded that confinement has a significant effect on the mechanical properties due to
high confinement pressures during compression. While the experimental results contradict
those of Charlebois [3], it must be noted that the experiments in the study performed by
Kelly and McGarry [4] were not performed on cancellous bone. The analogue material
is more uniform than cancellous bone and this likely caused a significant reduction in
variability when compared to that seen by Charlebois.
Figure 2.26: A schematic of the experimental setup used by Charlebois [3] to compress
unconfined and confined specimens
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Figure 2.27: A schematic an photographs of the experimental confinement setup used by
Kelly and McGarry [4]
Harrison and McHugh [5] modelled bone as cored samples as well as part of a whole
bone. Figure 2.28 shows the distribution of minimum principal strain throughout an
independent sample as well as a sample within a whole bone. As clearly seen in the image,
deformation was concentrated around the circumference of the core in the independent
specimen (shown by the black arrow). The box and circle also highlight the difference in
loaded trabeculae, with the whole bone sample showing larger deformations throughout
the specimen when compared to the minimally loaded struts seen in the independent
sample. It was therefore concluded that edge effects played a significant role on the
response of cancellous bone, with the results showing a 17.4-20.4% increase in apparent
modulus of samples within whole bones as compared to individual samples.
Figure 2.28: An image showing a comparison of simulation results for an independently
cored sample and a sample within a whole bone as presented by Harrison and McHugh [5]
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2.3.2.3 Presence of marrow
Various studies have investigated the effect of marrow on the mechanical properties of
cancellous bone [6, 7, 9, 10, 60]. Many of these have been simulation studies. However,
without experimental data to validate these simulations, the results of the studies cannot
be proven to be valid.
In one such simulation study, Chen et al. [6] investigated the effect of marrow on the
mechanical response of cancellous bone. The results of the study showed that the presence
of marrow in specimens contributed to a maximum stress of 3-9% lower than those without
marrow, while the average stress of specimens containing marrow was found to be 9-56%
larger than those without marrow present. Chen et al. [6] therefore concluded that the
presence of marrow cannot be neglected in simulation studies.
Ma et al. [7] also performed a simulation study to investigate the effect of marrow. Ma
et al. concluded the opposite result to Halgrin et al.. The simulation study assumed that
both bone and marrow were linear elastic materials - uni-axial compression simulations
were performed at constant strain rates. This assumption likely caused inaccurate results
as neither bone nor marrow has been proven to be linear elastic under compression.
Figure 2.29 shows a comparison of the simulations with and without marrow. As seen
in the image, the specimen without marrow experienced “unbalanced” stress distribution
within its trabeculae, meaning that the trabeculae were more likely to fracture [7]. It
was concluded that cancellous bone with marrow had a 7.56% - 18.81% higher maximum
stress and that the presence of marrow may decrease the risk of bone fracture.
Metzger et al. [39] conducted a similar simulation study, in which the interaction between
the bone-marrow interface was investigated. Cubic samples of porcine trabecular bone
were harvested and scanned using µCT, from which numerical models were built. It
was found that during compression, the shear stress at the interface between bone and
Figure 2.29: Simulation images of the von Mises stress distribution for a specimen without
marrow (left) and with marrow (right) as presented by Ma et al. [7]
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Figure 2.30: Images of results of the simulation performed by Metzger et al. [39] showing
the interaction between marrow and bone in a trabeular bone network
marrow was highest, with the stress decreasing further away from this interface, as shown
in figure 2.30. The white spaces in the image indicate trabecular bone, while the marrow
is presented showing a shear stress distribution at various modelled viscosities. As seen in
the image, the shear stress is dependent on viscosity, but the same pattern exists across
all viscosities - shear stress decreases further away from the bone-marrow interface.
A number of studies have performed mechanical testing in order to investigate the effect
of marrow on the mechanical properties of cancellous bone. Some were conducted to
augment simulation studies.
Carter and Hayes [9] conducted an experimental study on human and bovine bone in
which specimens were compressed both with and without marrow at various strain rates.
The study concluded that the presence of marrow did not affect the strength, modulus or
energy absorption of the specimens at lower (quasi-static and intermediate) strain rates.
However, the presence of marrow showed a marked increase in these properties for the
dynamic strain rate of 10 /s - compressive strength increased by approximately 350%,
compressive modulus increased by approximately 390%, and energy absorbed at 50%
strain increased by 290%.
Halgrin et al. [10] conducted a study to investigate the effect of marrow on the response
of cancellous bone. 48 cubic samples (8.7 mm3) were extracted from bovine ribs and were
compressed immediately after specimen preparation. All 48 specimens were compressed
at a strain rate of 0.1 s−1. 24 of these specimens had their marrow removed prior to
testing. The specimens were compressed between two pieces of steel, which the authors
claimed simulated the confinement of cancellous bone within cortical layers. However,
specimens were left unconfined on all other faces. The results showed that the effects of
marrow could not be ignored as the two groups showed statistically significant differences
- cancellous bone was significantly stronger in terms of maximum compressive stress,
elastic modulus and other mechanical parameters when marrow was extracted from the
specimen.
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2.4 Specimen preparation and treatment
2.4.1 Pre-testing storage
There are a variety of methods for storage of bone samples, both with and without
marrow. However, this range of techniques have led to inconsistencies in data reported
and collected in the literature [8]. To reduce these inconsistencies, it is necessary to store
specimens using physiologically relevant methods which preserve the natural interactions
between cells, the extracellular matrix and the intercellular fluid.
It is common practice in bone studies to either wrap bone samples in gauze soaked with
physiological saline solution (0.9% NaCl), or to completely submerge the samples in the
same solution before freezing [19]. This is thought to mimic the in vivo conditions of
the bone, while preventing the samples from decaying prior to testing. This is especially
helpful if µCT scanning needs to be undertaken between specimen harvesting and testing.
Freezing is typically set to -20◦C as this temperature maintains the mechanical properties
of bone [22,28].
Metzger et al. [8] investigated the effects of storage and post-mortem time on bone
marrow. A total of 18 porcine femurs were used for the study, 12 of which had fresh
marrow specimens harvested 8 hours post-mortem. The remaining 6 femurs were frozen
at -30◦C for 5 days, before being thawed for 3 hours at room temperature in order to
collect marrow samples. Both sample sets were tested for mechanical properties,
viscosity and for the effect of freezing on the cells by staining and examining them
under a microscope. It was concluded that the viscosity of the fresh marrow was an
order of magnitude greater than that which had been frozen and thawed. This was
found over a range of shear rates, as shown in figure 2.31
It was also found that the adipocyte (fat cells) membranes were disrupted. In figure 2.32,
the differences between fresh and frozen cells stained and examined using two different
stain types are observed. The image shows a higher lipid content in the fresh, Oil Red
O stained cells, indicating the disruption of the adipocyte membrane in the previously
frozen sample. The Trypan Blue stained previously frozen sample also shows that the
adipocytes have absorbed the stain, which indicates disruptions in the cell membrane -
whereas the fresh cells show almost no stain absorption within the cell.
While the study performed by Metzger et al. [8] proves that freezing specimens affects the
properties of marrow, no attempt was made during the study to store the frozen bones
in any sort of fluid medium to prevent cells from drying out. This is likely the reason for
the disruptions in the adipocyte membranes, as fluid may have leached out of the cells
during freezing and thawing which could not be replenished as it would be in vivo.
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Figure 2.31: A graph showing a comparison the viscosity of fresh and previously frozen
marrow over a range of shear rates as presented by Metzger et al. [8]
Figure 2.32: Microscope images of Oil Red O and Trypan Blue stained fresh and frozen
marrow samples [8]
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2.4.2 Testing temperature
Testing temperature is important to consider if mechanical tests on cancellous bone are
to represent the in vivo properties of the complex material. Both bone and marrow
may have temperature dependencies which need to be considered when investigating the
mechanical properties of cancellous bone.
Metzger et al. [8] investigated the effect of temperature on the viscosity of porcine bone
marrow. Figure 2.33 shows the dependence of marrow viscosity with variation in
temperature. As is evident from the results, viscosity decreases significantly with an
increase in temperature. Therefore, to accurately represent the way in which marrow
behaves in vivo, tests should ideally be conducted at the body temperature of the
specimen donor (i.e. 37◦C for humans).
Figure 2.33: A graph showing the results of the change in viscosity of bone marrow as
temperature increases, as presented by Metzger et al. [8]
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Chapter 3
Specimen Preparation
To test the effect of strain rate, architectural parameters and boundary conditions, various
specimen types were required for the investigation. These specimens include:
• 10 mm diameter cylinders - standard
• 10 mm diameter defatted cylinders - marrow removed to assess the effect of marrow
• 20 mm diameter cylinders - for boundary condition comparison
• 28 mm diameter cylinders - for boundary condition comparison
This chapter describes the general method for machining cylindrical specimens, the way
in which specimens were stored, and the process of defatting specimens.
3.1 Material
Nine whole bovine humeri were sourced from Sacks Butchery in Westlake, Cape Town.
The bones were cleaned of most meat and fibrous tissue, as shown in figure 3.1, before
being frozen and transported from the butchery (roughly 15 km). The bones were stored
in a freezer at -32◦C before and after specimen preparation. The age at slaughter and
slaughter date of the cows were not known. It was also unclear how many individuals
were represented in the batch. However, the bones were all sourced together and are
assumed to be from the same population and age group.
The bovine humerus bears a large majority of the weight of a cow, making it ideal for
comparison to the human femur in terms of load bearing properties. Bovine humeri
are long bones and therefore contain cancellous bone in both the distal and proximal
epiphyses, making them suitable bones for the manufacture of cancellous bone specimens.
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Figure 3.1: Photograph of a single bovine humerus - cleaned of meat and fibrous tissue.
3.2 Specimen Machining
To investigate the effects of strain rate, architectural parameters and confinement
conditions, cancellous bone specimens were machined from the proximal epiphysis of
each bovine humerus. The proximal epiphysis is thick and contains a large amount of
cancellous material, making it easy to obtain multiple samples from a single bone. This
allowed for fewer bones to be used, resulting in decreased probability that differences in
response were due to individual variation rather than experimental variation.
3.2.1 Bone Slicing
The bones were thawed overnight before machining. Once thawed, slices were cut from
the proximal epiphyses of the humeral heads using a band saw, as shown in figure 3.2a.
The resulting slices are shown in figure 3.2b. Each slice was roughly 10 mm thick, to
allow for post-machining of specimens to the desired height of 7.5 mm. Slices were cut
in three principle directions, namely transverse, sagittal and frontal. A representation of
these directions is shown in figure 3.3.
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(a) Bovine humeral head being sliced on a band saw.
(b) Sliced sections of bovine humerus.
Figure 3.2: Photographs of bovine humeral head slicing
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Figure 3.3: A diagram showing the three principle directions in which bovine humerus
slices were cut.
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3.2.2 Specimen Coring
From the pre-cut slices, cylindrical specimens were cored out of the cancellous bone
section. The distinction between the cancellous and cortical bone is shown in figure
3.4. Cylinders were cored using three different corers, custom manufactured with inner
diameters (IDs) of 10 mm, 20 mm and 28 mm respectively. Figure 3.5 shows a photograph
of a custom manufactured corer used to cut the cylindrical specimens.
Figure 3.4: An illustration showing the distinction between cortical and cancellous bone
seen on each humerus slice.
Figure 3.5: Photographs of the custom manufactured corer used to core out 28 mm
diameter cylindrical cancellous bone specimens.
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The corers were fitted to a drill press perpendicular to the sliced section as shown in
figure 3.6. The coring process left behind cored out specimens of the same diameter as
the ID of the corer. Care was taken to ensure that each specimen was cut from a sliced
section that did not contain fatty deposits, as shown in figure 3.7.
Figure 3.6: Photograph of a custom corer being used to core out cylindrical specimens.
Figure 3.7: Photograph indicating fatty deposits within cancellous bone.
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Figure 3.8: A photograph of a 28 mm cored specimen being measured for accuracy of
cored diameter.
During the coring process, every second specimen diameter was measured using a digital
vernier calliper as shown in figure 3.8 to ensure that the coring process consistently yielded
specimens with diameters within 0.1 mm of the desired diameter, depending on which
corer was used.
3.2.3 Specimen Facing
Once specimens had been sliced and cored, facing was performed on a lathe to obtain
specimens with a uniform height of 7.5 mm. Aluminium collars of three diameters were
manufactured with a height of 7.5 mm each. Each specimen was placed inside the relevant
collar and gripped inside the lathe chuck, after which it was faced such that the bone
surface was parallel to the end of the aluminium sleeve. The same process was repeated
on the opposite face of the specimen using the same collar.
During the facing process, every second specimen was measured using a digital vernier
calliper as shown in figure 3.9 to ensure that the process was yielding specimens which
were 7.5 ± 0.1 mm in height.
3.3 Specimen Storage
Once cored, each specimen was given a unique number for identification purposes. For
each specimen, the bone number, slice number and location within the slice was
recorded. A container was marked with the specimen number and filled with
physiological saline (0.9% NaCl, 99.1% water) which covered the specimen completely.
Physiological saline mimics the fluid conditions inside the body, therefore storing
specimens inside this solution causes minimal leaching of minerals from the bone [19].
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Once the specimens had undergone the facing phase of manufacture, they were returned
to their respective containers filled with saline solution and stored in a freezer at -32◦C
before experimentation. Figure 3.10 shows finished specimens, ready to be frozen before
experimentation.
3.4 Defatting
A subset of specimens were defatted prior to experimentation. These defatted samples
were used to investigate the effect of marrow on the mechanical response of cancellous
bone. Defatting involves removal of the marrow from the trabecular network of the bone.
Defatting of the specimens was performed using a water bath, set to 38 ± 1◦C as shown
in figure 3.11. Each specimen was placed inside the water bath, suspended using string
while still in individual containers and physiological saline. Suspension of the container
ensured that it was never completely submerged, and therefore any leaks which may
Figure 3.9: Photograph of a faced specimen being measured for accuracy of faced height.
Figure 3.10: Photograph if the finished specimens, stored in individual containers.
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Figure 3.11: Photograph of the water bath with temperature control.
have been present did not affect the concentration of the saline solution. The saline was
allowed sufficient time to thaw and to reach the same temperature as the water bath,
after which the specimen was removed for defatting.
Body temperature is roughly 37◦C, therefore the water bath ensured that specimen
temperature was above body temperature. The elevated temperature softened the
marrow, making it easy to expel from the trabecular network using a compressed air
gun. A typical example of an as-machined, defatted specimen seen in figure 3.12. After
defatting, specimens were returned to their respective containers filled with saline
solution and refrozen before experimentation.
(a) Before defatting. (b) After defatting.
Figure 3.12: Photographs of a specimen before and after defatting. Note: photographs
depict two different specimens.
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Chapter 4
Architectural Parameter Acquisition
To determine the architectural parameters of each specimen, µCT scans were
performed. The scans were processed using the Image Processing toolbox in MATLAB
and various algorithms were applied to extract the relevant architectural parameters as
described in section 2.1.2. The following sections describe the scanning and image
processing techniques used and developed during the investigation.
4.1 Specimen scanning
A µCT scanner (Phoenix, voxel size 80 µm, 70 kV, 350 µA, acquisition time of 500 ms
per image) was used to scan specimens. The scanning medium used for all specimens
was air, and scans were performed using a polystyrene sleeve filled with discs as shown
in figure 4.1. Polystyrene was chosen as the radiopacity is low and it would therefore not
disrupt the view of bone samples in the scan. The polystyrene sleeve allowed for specimen
separation within one disc, as well as between discs. This was achieved by inserting empty
discs of polystyrene between discs filled with specimens. This configuration allowed for
multiple samples to be scanned at once, making scanning cost and time effective. Small
pieces of wood were pressed into the polystyrene at each level in order to orientate and
identify individual discs within the larger polystyrene sleeve. For example, figure 4.2a
shows a schematic of specimen placement within a disc. Figure 4.2b shows the scanned
image of the same disc, with wooden pieces circled in red. In this way, the individual
specimens were identified from each batch scan, bearing in mind that scanned images
were mirror images of their schematic counterparts.
The result of each batch scan was a series of roughly 2000 TIFF images, each
representing a slice of the entire scan. Using various image processing methods,
described in detail in section 4.2, these images were used to isolate individual specimens
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and retrieve architectural parameters. The images were also collated and rendered as a
3D depiction of the full scan, as shown in figure 4.3. This image was created using
ImageJ, an open source image processing software.
Figure 4.1: Photograph of the polystyrene sleeve for specimen scanning with empty
polystyrene spacers between specimen-filled discs
(a) Pre-scan schematic (b) Scanned image
Figure 4.2: An example of a pre-scan schematic and its corresponding scanned TIFF
image with wooden pieces for disc identification and orientation
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Figure 4.3: A 3-dimensional full batch scan, generated using ImageJ
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4.2 Image Processing
As mentioned in section 2.1.2, either a 2D or 3D approach can be taken to quantify the
architectural parameters of cancellous bone. An open source software called ImageJ is
applicable for 3D methods. This software supports a plugin called BoneJ, which allows
for bone image analysis. While a 3D approach may be more reliable for the calculation of
some architectural parameters, BoneJ is difficult to automate as it requires manual input
of individual specimen stacks to calculate parameters for each specimen. Therefore, for
the scope of this investigation, a 2D method was developed using the Image Processing
Toolbox in MATLAB. This method could be easily automated to run through multiple
specimens, determining the architectural parameters of each specimen using one script.
BoneJ was still used, however, on a sample set of specimens, in order to validate the
accuracy of the developed 2D technique. The details of this validation are discussed in
section 4.2.6.
Before the scanned images were processed, scans were manually separated into specimen-
filled layers. This was accomplished using empty images as a reference for the tops and
bottoms of each specimen-filled disc. Each layer was saved into separate folders of multiple
images and given a name corresponding to the batch and disc number, as recorded using
the pre-scan schematic mentioned in section 4.1. Once separated into layers, the scan was
processed in order to determine the architectural parameters of individual specimens. In
order to do this, various image processing techniques were required. These techniques
included specimen detection, image cropping and binarising of images, as well as applying
algorithms in order to determine the architectural parameters discussed in section 2.1.2.
4.2.1 Specimen Detection
The first step taken to determine architectural parameters was to separate individual
specimens from a layer within each scan. In order to do this, multiple images containing
specimens from one layer were overlaid on one another using MATLAB. This created
distinct white circles where each specimen was, as shown in figure 4.4a. A Circular
Hough Transform (CTH) was used on each consecutive image, or “slice”, of a scan. The
algorithm was used to detect circles based on specimen radius, and the sensitivity of the
CTH was changed until the correct number of specimens was detected within each slice.
The detected circles, shown as red rings in figure 4.4b, were each identified by x and y
centre coordinates. Using these centre coordinates, along with the schematics filled in
before each scan which were orientated using the pieces of wood, individual specimen
numbers were identified as shown in figure 4.4c.
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(a) Overlaid images creating distinct circles (b) Circles detected using CTH
(c) Identified specimen numbers
Figure 4.4: Images of the specimen detection and identification techniques used
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4.2.2 Individual Specimen Cropping
After individual specimens were identified by number, the images required cropping in
order to isolate each specimen. Using the detected specimen centre along with the radius
of the specimen, a square surrounding each specimen, which was 10% larger than the
specimen diameter, was cropped from within a slice. This was repeated for the same
centre (i.e. the same specimen) throughout the layer, resulting in multiple images of one
specimen. Each cropped image represented a thin slice of a specimen, and when stacked
together with other slices of the same specimen, these images created a full scan of an
individual specimen, as shown in figure 4.5. The images were saved in folders according
to specimen number, sequentially from the top to the bottom slice. Figure 4.6 shows a
3-dimensional image of an individual scanned specimen, separated from within a layer of
the scanned specimens.
Figure 4.5: An image representing the placement of each square surrounding a specimen
slice and the layering of these slices to create a full specimen scan.
Figure 4.6: ImageJ created 3-dimensional image of an individual specimen
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4.2.3 Volume of Interest
For ease of cropping using MATLAB, it was decided that the volume of interest (VOI)
used would be a rectangular prism. Due to the nature of the machining, as described
in section 3.2, bone on the boundary surfaces of each specimen was likely damaged and
would not represent the correct architectural parameters. An example of this boundary




Figure 4.7: SEM images showing boundary damage on specimens caused by machining.
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Figure 4.8: Schematic top view of smallest specimen
For the purposes of this investigation, the VOI needed to correspond to the largest prism
which could be wholly contained within the smallest specimen. The first face of the prism
corresponds to a square within the smallest specimen, which is 10 mm in diameter, as
shown in figure 4.8. The largest lengths of the sides of the square are derived as follows:
102 = 2A2 (4.1)
∴ A = 7.071mm2 (4.2)
To ensure that the entire square fits inside every specimen, a side length of 6.5 mm was
chosen for the VOI. The height of the prism was chosen to be 6.5 mm. As the height
of each specimen was machined to be 7.5 ± 0.1 mm, this ensured that the full height
of the VOI was contained within each specimen. The total VOI was therefore 674.625
mm3. This volume needed to remain constant for all scanned specimens, and is shown in
relation to each specimen diameter in figure 4.9.
Cropping the VOI from within each sample was similar to cropping individual specimens
from a full layer scan. First, the centres of the individually cropped specimens were found
and matched with their corresponding specimen number. To determine the number of
pixels corresponding to a 6.5 mm internal square, the known radius of 5 mm for all of the
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(a) 10 mm specimen
(b) 20 mm specimen
(c) 28 mm specimen
Figure 4.9: Schematics of the total Volume of Interest in relation to specimen diameter
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smallest specimens was compared to the detected radius of these specimens, which was
given in number of pixels as an output of the CTH. This allowed for a ratio of pixels to
millimetres to be determined, which was applied to each layer of the individual samples
of each size to crop out the central 6.5 mm square. A height of 6.5 mm for each internal
sample corresponded to 86% of the total specimen height. Therefore, the height of the
internal sample was simply determined using a ratio of image numbers for one specimen
to the height of the specimen. For example, if one specimen contained 140 images, 121
central images were stacked for the internal sample. Each internally cropped image was
saved to a folder named after the specimen number to uniquely identify the sample during
further processing.
4.2.4 Binarisation
Binarisation of images is the process of reducing an image with many levels of colour to
one with only black and white. This is required to determine the architectural parameters
of cancellous bone.
As discussed in section 2.2.2.1, many image segmentation and thresholding methods can
be used to binarise images of bone. The most commonly used method is Otsu’s method.
The Image Processing Toolbox in MATLAB has a built in Otsu’s method function, im2bw,
which was used for each image of the cropped internal samples to create a binary version of
the same cropped sample. The binarised image was used in algorithms which determined
architectural parameters using 2D techniques. Figure 4.10 shows a grayscale scanned
image, having undergone Otsu’s method of thresholding, and the resulting binary image.
The bone is seen in white, while black pixels represent non-bone areas within the scan.
(a) Grayscale image (b) Binary image
Figure 4.10: A grayscale image and its resulting binary image after undergoing Otsu’s
method of thresholding.
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4.2.5 Architectural Parameters
The following sections describe the algorithms developed during the investigation to
determine the architectural parameters of cancellous bone specimens. The algorithms
all made use of the Image Processing Toolbox in MATLAB, modelled after 2D
techniques. A subset of samples were used to validate the developed algorithms using
ImageJ. This validation is described in section 4.2.6.
4.2.5.1 Determining Trabecular Network Model
As described in section 2.1.2, either a rodlike or a platelike trabecular network model
must be assumed to calculate architectural parameters using 2D methods. The nature of
the trabecular network (rodlike or platelike) was determined by examining microscopic
images of the samples. Figure 4.11 shows a series of images taken under a microscope of
two defatted samples, each from different bones and different locations within the bone.
This was to obtain a view of a range of different specimens used during the investigation.
(a) Sample 436
(b) Sample 421
Figure 4.11: Microscope images of two defatted bone samples - red arrows indicate
platelike structures.
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While there are some regions of platelike structures within the network - indicated by the
red arrows in figure 4.11a - a rodlike model was chosen as the majority of the network
was observed to be rodlike.
4.2.5.2 Parameter Algorithms
Algorithms for four architectural parameters were developed during the investigation,
namely bone volume versus total volume (BV/TV), trabecular number (Tb.N), mean
trabecular thickness (Tb.Th) and mean trabecular separation (Tb.Sp).
To determine BV/TV of the VOI, described in section 4.2.3, both the total volume and
the bone volume of each VOI was calculated. For each slice of a sample, the sum of
the number of black and white pixels in the image corresponded to the total area, and
the number of white pixels in the image corresponded to area of bone in the image.
The number of total pixels and the number of white pixels were calculated for each
image within an internal sample, and these numbers were summed to determine the
total number of pixels as well as the total number of white pixels throughout the sample
volume. BV/TV was calculated for each samples as described by equation 2.1, repeated
here for convenience.
BV/TV =
No. of bone pixels
Total pixels
Tb.N is a measure of the number of trabeculae per unit length. As described in section
2.1.2, this is calculated using the test line method in 2D. For the algorithm developed for
the investigation, eight test lines were used on the binarised images of internal samples.
The number of bone-marrow intersections were counted for each test line. This was
achieved by counting each instance along the line in which the binary image went from
white to black, or 1 to 0. This number was divided by 6.5 mm - the length of the image
as described previously in section 4.2.3. Once this was calculated for each test line, an
average was determined per image and was stored in a number array. After each image
was processed, the average Tb.N value for each image was used to determine an overall
average throughout the internal sample volume.
Mean trabecular thickness was determined using a simple calculation, as described in
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Mean trabecular spacing was calculated in two ways. The first was a simple calculation
as described in section 2.1.2, in which Tb.Sp is assumed to be the leftover proportion





The second method was to use the test line method, in which eight test lines were used
in each binary image, similar to the method used to calculate Tb.N. The line was cut
over regions of white pixels, leaving the test line present only over regions between bone,
as described previously and shown in figure 2.5b. The length of the non-bone space was
calculated and averaged in the same way as for Tb.N.
The first method was found to accumulate errors from calculations of both BV/TV and
Tb.N, should any errors arise using the developed algorithms. However, the test line
method was less likely to incur cumulative errors and it was therefore was used to calculate
Tb.Sp for the purposes of this investigation.
4.2.6 Validation of Developed Technique
Validation of the developed algorithms was required to ensure that the architectural
parameters determined were accurate. To do this, a subset of 20 samples were chosen and
their architectural parameters were determined using ImageJ. ImageJ uses 3D techniques,
and is therefore more accurate as it does not assume a rodlike or a platelike trabecular
structure. The results of the ImageJ processing were compared to the results calculated
using the algorithms developed during the investigation.
Figure 4.12 shows the results of the comparison. The solid black lines shown in the graphs
represent where the ImageJ and developed algorithms agree. The dotted black lines show
a 10% error band. Figure 4.12a shows good correlation between the methods for BV/TV,
however, figures 4.12b - 4.12d for Tb.N, Tb.Sp and Tb.Th respectively, do not. This is
likely due to the fact that the developed algorithms assume a rodlike trabecular network
structure, whereas the true structure is more likely a combination of rodlike and platelike.
This agrees with findings in the literature [14] as discussed in section 2.1.2.
Correcting for the error was achieved by assuming that data points determined by the
developed algorithm differed from the ImageJ values by a factor of the calculated value.
A series of factors were then checked, iteratively changing the error factor a number of
times between -1 and 1. Each correction factor was fitted to a straight line graph passing
through the origin, and once these graphs were populated for each error, the factor which
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(a) BV/TV (b) Tb.N
(c) Tb.Sp (d) Tb.Th
Figure 4.12: Graohs showing a comparison of the architectural parameters determined
by ImageJ versus those determined by the developed algorithm
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had a fitted line gradient closest to 1 (i.e. y = x) was determined to be the best choice
for the correction factor. This correction was performed for the variables BV/TV, Tb.N
and Tb.Sp, and each was assigned a unique correction factor based on this method. The
corrected values were used in calculations for Tb.Th. Below is an example of the described
error correction, as performed for the parameter BV/TV.
First, the original data was plotted, as seen in figure 4.12a. Each original data point was
then altered by a correction factor according to the following equation:
BV/TV′ = BV/TV× (1+correction factor) (4.3)
where the apostrophe (’) signifies the corrected value.
Five hundred correction factors were tested between -1 and 1 to ensure that an accurate
factor was found. For each correction factor, the altered data points versus the ImageJ
values were fitted to a straight line passing through the origin using the fit function in
MATLAB. This function outputs the gradient of the line which best fits the given data.
Once the number array was fully populated, the index within the number array at which
the gradient was closest to 1 was found. In the case of BV/TV, this index was 260
and the corresponding gradient was 0.9985. Finally, the 260th entry in the correction
factor number array was found to be 0.0381. This factor was used to correct the original
algorithm using equation 4.3 in order to plot figure 4.13a.
The same process was followed for both Tb.N and Tb.Sp. The results of the correction





Once this calculation was complete, the altered data points for Tb.Th were fitted to a
straight line to determine the fitted gradient achieved.
Figure 4.13 shows the results of the corrections for each architectural parameter. Table
4.1 shows the correction factors and their corresponding achieved gradients for each of
the corrected parameters. These correction factors were used in conjunction with the
developed algorithms throughout the investigation.
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(a) BV/TV (b) Tb.N
(c) Tb.Sp (d) Tb.Th
Figure 4.13: Graphs showing a comparison of ImageJ versus developed algorithm,
including value after correction
Table 4.1: A table showing the correction factors and gradients achieved during the
validation of architectural parameter algorithms
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Chapter 5
Experimental Design
To complete experimental testing, specimens were subjected to compressive strain at
quasi-static strain rates in various experimental configurations. This chapter describes
these configurations, giving insights into design of each configuration. The chapter also
describes the ways in which data collected from each test was analysed.
5.1 Specimen Dimensions
As mentioned in section 3, three different specimen dimensions were machined for use
during the study; namely 10 mm, 20 mm and 28 mm diameter cylinders, all 7.5 mm
in height. The diameter of the specimens were therefore all larger than their height,
which is contrary to compression test protocols used during similar bone compression
studies [22, 35, 42, 48, 51, 61]. These studies make use of specimens which are taller than
they are wide, normally in order to minimize the effect of friction on flow stress in dense
materials. This, however, is not a concern for porous materials such as cancellous bone.
The dimensions of the specimens used in this study were chosen so that the effect of
confinement could be investigated. Using tall, thin specimens would not produce the
desired confinement effect. It is possible that compressing specimens which are wider than
they are tall could lead to anomalies in the results, such as crushing failure where shear
or cracking failure may normally occur. However, many studies make use of specimens
which are either short, wide specimens [2, 5, 9] or cubic specimens [10, 33]. The studies
investigated cancellous bone or other porous structures, analogous to the specimens used
during this investigation.
Another factor which was considered was buckling. Specimens which are taller than they
are wide often require additional support in the experimental setup in order to prevent
buckling. For the purposes of this study, additional support was undesirable as it could
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add unwanted edge effects on the perimeter of the cylindrical specimen. It has been
recommended that for repeatability of mechanical testing, specimen dimensions greater
than 6.5 mm be used [10]. No specimens used during this study had dimensions less than
6.5 mm, and the use of the stated specimen dimensions was therefore deemed acceptable.
5.2 Compression Testing
Compression testing for this study was performed at quasi-static strain rates only, using a
Zwick 1484 Universal Tester. Three strain rates, namely 10−3 s−1, 10−2 s−1 and 10−1 s−1
were used to compress the cylindrical specimens. The displacement and force histories,
along with test time, for each specimen were captured during the compression test, and
were later used to determine mechanical properties such as apparent modulus (Eapp),
ultimate strength (US) and yield strength (σy). Prior to testing, specimens were thawed
overnight at room temperature to ensure that they were no longer frozen. Before each
test, the specimen was dabbed dry using tissue paper, weighed and measured for both
diameter and height.
Compression tests were performed using three loading scenarios; unconfined, defatted
and confined. Unconfined specimens were used as a measure of the standard specimen
geometry (Φ 10mm × 7.5 mm) from which to draw comparisons. Defatted specimens were
manufactured from the same size specimens and used to assess the effect of marrow on the
response of cancellous bone - by comparing their response to that of the unconfined group.
The defatted specimens used were prepared as described in section 3.4. Finally, confined
specimens were used to determine the effect of a confinement boundary condition on the
mechanical response of cancellous bone. Confinement aimed to mimic in vivo conditions
and was achieved using two distinct methods:
1. structural confinement
2. bone confinement
Structural confinement was achieved using aluminium collars surrounding specimens.
The collars aimed to confine and support the trabeculae on circumferential face of the
specimen. The details of this confinement technique are presented in section 5.3.1. Bone
confinement was realised by compressing larger specimens (20 mm and 28 mm diameters)
while measuring the response of the inner 10 mm cylindrical region of each specimen.
This was achieved using a specially designed confinement platform, described in detail
in section 5.3.4.1. Figure 5.1 shows an example of the test set up used during the study,
with an unconfined, standard specimen in the testing position.
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Figure 5.1: Photograph of the compression test set up using the Zwick 1484.
5.3 Confinement Design
Coring cylindrical specimens of bone from within a larger bone removes the structural
integrity and support surrounding the specimen. In an in vivo environment, the specimen
may have been supported by surrounding trabeculae, marrow and possibly cortical bone.
When the cylinder is removed from the whole bone, it is no longer in contact with the
aforementioned support, allowing marrow to escape from the inter-trabecular spaces and
potentially causing weaker trabecular response to crushing forces.
In an attempt to replicate the in vivo response, confinement techniques were developed
during the investigation. The following sections describe different methods of confinement
aimed at both supporting the trabeculae and at preventing marrow from being forced
out of the inter-trabecular spaces within each specimen.
5.3.1 Structural confinement
Structural confinement of specimens involved creating a physical boundary for the
trabeculae on the external circumferential face of the specimen. Structural confinement
in the investigation also aimed to contain the marrow within the trabecular network.
An attempt at structural confinement was made using a 10 mm inner diameter collar and
plunger system made of aluminium. This system was a modified version of the quasi-
oedometric compression test set up used by Forquin et al. [62]. The system is shown
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in a photograph in figure 5.2a. Figure 5.2b shows a schematic of the placement of each
specimen during testing. An air release hole was drilled into the aluminium to allow
air to escape the confinement when setting the specimen position, while an o-ring was
placed over the outer diameter of the plunger in order to stop marrow from being expelled
through gaps in the system. Figure 5.3 indicates the order in which the specimen was
placed in the collar and plunger system in order to eliminate air bubbles from the system.
First, the bone specimen was placed inside the end of the collar, on the opposite side
to the air release hole as shown in step 1. The specimen was then advanced into the
collar using the aluminium stopper as shown in step 2, until the first face of the specimen
was in line with the air release hole. When in position, as shown in step 3, the plunger
was pushed into the collar until in contact with the exposed face of the specimen. The
air release hole allowed air to escape while the plunger was being positioned. Finally,
the specimen and aluminium stopper were pressed down together, until the aluminium
stopper was aligned with the bottom of the collar as shown in step 4. These steps were
completed by hand to ensure that no substantial compressive force was applied to the
specimen during loading.
(a) Photograph (b) Schematic including specimen
Figure 5.2: A photograph and schematic of the first attempt at confinement (structural)
- a collar and plunger system.
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Figure 5.3: A schematic showing the sequence for specimen placement in collar and
plunger system to eliminate air bubbles.
This system was designed for use on 10 mm diameter specimens, and aimed to measure
the response of specimens when radially confined while being axially compressed. The
collar was fitted with a circumferential strain gauge to measure the collar hoop strain
during compression of the specimen. For thick-walled cylinders with an applied internal
pressure, as shown in figure 5.4, the external hoop strain (εextH ) is related to the internal
pressure (Pint) of the cylinder using thick-walled cylinder theory as shown in equation







Figure 5.4: A schematic of a thick-walled cylinder
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By measuring the hoop strain on the outer surface of the collar surrounding each
confined specimen, the internal radial pressure caused by axially compressing the
specimen is inferred. Although Forquin et al. [62] achieved success using a similar
confinement method, the investigation used an “interface product” between the
confinement and the specimen which filled any internal gaps. The investigation did not
rely on pre-machined samples fitting uniformly into a “one-size-fits-all” confinement
collar. Therefore, from this investigation it was determined that further refinement of
the confinement design is required, as specimen size variation made it difficult for one
collar to provide the same fit for every specimen.
5.3.2 Bone Confinement
Confining specimens using surrounding bone was achieved by machining larger diameter
specimens to be compressed. Diameters of 20 mm and 28 mm were machined using
custom manufactured corers. Plungers were manufactured to match the diameter of each
specimen, which allowed the entire specimen to be compressed uniformly.
The response of the inner 10 mm of each specimen was measured during compression.
This allowed for a comparison to the mechanical properties of the standard specimen
group of 10 mm diameter, and required specialised equipment and instrumentation,
namely a confinement platform - discussed further in section 5.3.4.1. Figure 5.5 shows a
schematic of the confinement platform and specimen setup.
Figure 5.6 shows photographs of the larger specimens, in place on the confinement
platform with specially manufactured plungers in place.
Figure 5.5: A schematic of the second attempt at confinement (bone) - a confinement
platform and plunger system.
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(a) 20 mm specimen (b) 28 mm specimen
Figure 5.6: Photographs of the bone confinement specimen setup
5.3.3 Confinement Setup Summary
The two confinement techniques developed during the study were structural confinement
and bone confinement. The schematics in figure 5.7 summarise each technique visually.
(a) Structural confinement (b) Bone Confinement
Figure 5.7: Schematics showing the confinement setup summary
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5.3.4 Confinement Platform
5.3.4.1 Design
In order to measure the response of the inner cylinder of larger specimens, a confinement
platform was designed and manufactured. The platform aimed to mimic a loadcell by
measuring the force on the inner 10 mm cylinder of bone while the entire bone specimen
was compressed. The entire specimen was compressed rather than only the central section
in order for the bone confinement to remain aligned with the inner cylinder throughout
the compression.
This uniform specimen compression was achieved using a large diameter flat surface on
which to compress the specimens consisting of two pieces - an inner central cylinder of 10
mm diameter and an outer cylinder surrounding the 10 mm cylinder which allows for the
entire specimen to be compressed at once. Figure 5.8 shows a schematic of the platform
design. Figure 5.9 show photographs of the platform, as-machined and strain gauged.
Detailed machine and assembly drawings are presented in Appendix C.
The inner cylinder was hollowed out to allow for larger deformation of the section during
compression. The circumferential face of the cylinder was then fitted with strain gauges,
in order for the cylinder to act as a loadcell. The use of strain gauges aimed to measure
the axial strain of the inner cylinder of the confinement platform. The force on the inner
10 mm diameter of the specimen was inferred from this strain measurement.
Figure 5.8: Schematic of the assembled confinement platform design.
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(a) Inner cylinder (b) Platform underside (c) Assembled
Figure 5.9: Photographs of the as-machined and strain gauged confinement platform. (a)
shows the strain gauged, pasted on the circumferential face of the inner cylinder. (b)
shows in hole bored out of the centre of the inner cylinder for larger deformations. Note
the groove machined for strain gauge leads. (c) shows the full confinement platform,
assembled with strain gauge leads in place.
Two strain gauges were placed axially along the length of the inner cylinder, diametrically
opposite to one another. The gauge outputs were connected to a strain gauge amplifier
in a Wheatstone bridge in half bridge configuration. The amplifier was manufactured in
house at BISRU. In order to capture the data output, a PicoScope R© 12 bit PC oscilloscope
was connected to the output of the strain gauge amplifier. The force, and hence stress in
the specimen, was related to the voltage output using strain gauge theory, as shown in
equations 5.2 - 5.4. Equations sourced from Stander [63].
Kf =
4× Elc × Alc
Gain×Kgf ×N × VBV
(5.2)






• Alc is the area of the loadcell - the cross sectional area of the strain gauged section
of the inner cylinder
• Elc is the Young’s modulus of the loadcell material
• Kf is the loadcell calibration factor
• Kgf is the gauge factor of the strain gauges, provided by the manufacturer
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• N is the number of active gauges in the Wheatstone bridge
• VBV is the applied bridge voltage
• Gain is the gain of the system set by the amplifier
• Fmeasured is force measured by the loadcell
• Vout is voltage output of the bridge
• σspecimen is stress in the compressive specimen
• Aspecimen is the area of the compressive specimen
The loadcell material was chosen to be aluminium, as it is easy to machine and has a
relatively low Young’s modulus. This allowed for larger deformation during compression,
making it possible to obtain strain readings from strain gauges. A metal was chosen rather
than a softer material, such as a polymer, to ensure that the loadcell was sufficiently
stronger than the specimen being compressed. The outer diameter of the loadcell was
set at 10 mm in order to measure the response of the inner 10 mm of each specimen for
comparison to the standard specimen group. Therefore, in order to determine the optimal
inner diameter of the loadcell, the theoretical output voltage needed to be determined
as a function of the inner diameter. The parameters in table 5.1 were used as constants
to determine the theoretical measured force, and based on the parameters the graph in
figure 5.10 was generated.








The excitation voltage of the strain gauges (and hence output voltage of the bridge
configuration) may not exceed 4 V, as per the manufacturers specifications. Additionally,
literature has reported compressive stresses in cancellous bone of up to 50 MPa [22, 55].
The graph in figure 5.10 depicts a greyed out area above the 4 V output voltage, indicating
that any geometry which results in voltages within this range may not be considered for
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Figure 5.10: A graph showing the theoretical output voltage of the loadcell with respect
to the specimen stress based on varying loadcell inner diameters.
the loadcell design. As is evident, the 6 mm inner diameter is the geometry resulting
in the largest allowable voltage range for the given configuration, and the loadcell was
therefore manufactured with a 10 mm outer diameter and a 6 mm inner diameter.
The outer cylinder of the confinement platform aimed to provide support for larger
diameter specimens during compression. In order for this to be effective, the top
circular faces of both the inner and outer cylinders needed to be well-aligned and have
no significant gaps or surface differences between them. The outer cylinder was
therefore fixed to the inner loadcell cylinder using a threaded section below the strain
gauged cylinder, which mated with a larger diameter section of the inner cylinder as
shown in figure 5.8. This allowed for correct alignment once the outer platform was
completely screwed into the threaded section. The diameter of the outer cylinder was
set to 35 mm in order to comfortably accommodate larger bone specimens and their
various confinement collars.
The two parts of the platform were required to deform at relatively similar rates when
compressed. This was to ensure that the entire surface of the specimen was compressed
uniformly, eliminating any edges effects. A simple deflection simulation was therefore
performed using Autodesk Inventor. A 5 kN force was applied to a 28 mm diameter
specimen over the top of the entire platform. This simulated the largest specimen
diameter and the estimated largest force expected during compression experiments. The
bottom face of the platform was fixed during the simulation.
The wall thickness of the outer platform was varied until the resulting geometry yielded
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Figure 5.11: Depiction of the deflection simulation of the confinement platform assembly
performed using Autodesk Inventor.
minimal differences in the maximum deflections of each part. The final simulation is
depicted in figure 5.11 and shows that the difference in the deformation over the entire
platform top face is theoretically only 0,00344 mm. This is shown by the displacement
at the centre of the platform (probe 1, 0.00573 mm) versus the displacement at the
outside edge of the top face (probe 2, 0.00229 mm). Over the entire specimen surface,
the difference in displacement between the centre (probe 1) and the outside edge of the
specimen (probe 3, 0.00303 mm) would be 0,00270 mm. This result was considered
significantly small for the purposes of this study.
5.3.4.2 Specimen Alignment
To ensure that specimens were centrally located on the confinement platform, special
care was taken to align the specimens. Alignment was achieved by attaching the 10
mm plunger to the Zwick and placing the confinement platform underneath the plunger.
The platform was fixed to a large steel block using double-sided tape. The plunger was
brought down slowly until almost in contact with the platform, and the platform was
aligned by moving the steel plate so that the inner cylinder was concentric with the 10
mm plunger, as shown in figure 5.12. Once the alignment was complete, the steel plate
was not moved again until all tests were complete. This allowed for the plungers to be
inter-changed without interfering with the specimen alignment between series.
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(a) Concentric alignment. (b) Steel plate positioning.
Figure 5.12: Photographs of technique for aligning the confinement platform with the
plunger attached to the Zwick.
5.3.4.3 Calibration
Calibration of the confinement platform was required for accurate force measurements
while using the platform during experimentation. To perform this calibration, a 10 mm
plunger was attached to the Zwick and aligned with the platform as described in section
5.3.4.2. Eighteen (18) standard specimens were tested on top of the platform, and data
from both the platform strain gauges (captured using the Picoscope R©) and the Zwick
were collected. During the investigation, the parameters in table 5.2 were used.








A bridge voltage of 15 V was used for better sensitivity to a change in force. The remaining
parameters were used as described in section 5.3.4.1. Based on equations 5.2-5.4, given
in section 5.3.4.1, the theoretical calibration factor based on the parameters used was
218.13.
In order to determine the actual calibration factor, both the Zwick and Picoscope R© data
were processed using the method described in section 5.5.1. This method smoothed and
shifted both sets of data to pass through the origin. The maximum strain gauge voltage
output for each of the 18 specimens was then compared to the maximum force output
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read by the Zwick loadcell for each loaded specimen. The calibration factor for each
specimen was determined using equation 5.5.
Calibration factor =
Zwick Forcemax
Strain Gauge Voltage Outputmax
(5.5)
Figure 5.13 shows examples of force-displacement graphs for two specimens which were
used during the aforementioned calibration. As seen in figure 5.13, the shape and




Figure 5.13: Graphs showing examples of force-displacement curves for specimen tests
used to calibrate the confinement platform.
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The average calibration factor for all 19 specimens was determined to be 252.88. This
value was used throughout the remainder of the investigation. The actual calibration
factor was 13.74% greater than the theoretical calibration factor for the parameters used.
This may be attributed to a number of factors, such as inaccuracies during machining of
the platform (inner and/or outer diameters), actual Young’s Modulus of the Aluminium
used or unforeseen movement between the platform, specimen and base during the testing.
Although there was an error between theoretical and actual calibration factor values, this
was deemed acceptable because of the consistent calibration results.
5.4 Experimental Test Series
The experimental investigation was performed using three main specimen conditions,
namely:
1. Unconfined with marrow (standard)
2. Defatted
3. Confined




For each specimen condition, three strain rate experiments were performed, namely 10−3
s−1, 10−2 s−1 and 10−1 s−1. However, bone confinement was only performed at strain
rates of 10−3 s−1 and 10−1 s−1. This resulted in a total of 6 loading scenarios and 13 test
series. A summary of these scenarios is shown in table 5.3.
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10 Confined Bone 20 10
−3 4
11 10−1 5
12 Confined Bone 28 10
−3 5
13 10−1 3
Total number of tests 124
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5.5 Compression Data Analysis
The compression data obtained during the investigation was in the form of force and
displacement data, outputted by the Zwick Universal Tester. Additional strain data
was obtained using the strain gauge and PicoScope R© combination described in section
5.3.4.1. MATLAB was used to convert the raw data into stress and strain data in order
to determine the mechanical properties of each specimen. The following sections describe
the way in which data was processed and analysed.
5.5.1 Determining Mechanical Properties
In order to determine the mechanical properties of each specimen, the raw force and
displacement data from the Zwick, as shown in figure 5.14a, was converted to stress (σ)









Where Aspecimen and Hspecimen are the original specimen area and height respectively. For
accurate results, each specimen diameter and height was measured using a digital vernier
calliper prior to compression testing. The converted data is shown in figure 5.14b. The
red square shown in the figure indicates a portion of “take-up” or “settling” of the setup,
present in each compression test due to compliance in the test set up as the specimen
loading begins.
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(a) Force-displacement (b) Stress-strain
Figure 5.14: Plots of raw force-displacement and converted stress-strain curves for an
example compressed specimen.
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Figure 5.15: A graph showing an example of the experimental setup calibration data
The non-linear portion of the graph shown in figure 5.14 was identified as “take-up” or
“settling” during calibration of the test set up. The graph shown in figure 5.15 is an
example of the data collected during the calibration of the experimental setup.
Calibration was performed using the experimentation equipment as shown previously in
the photograph in figure 5.12 - with no specimen present. The data from this
calibration all indicated a varying region of take-up, and it was therefore determined
that this portion of the graph was due, at least in part, to machine compliance. Data in
the literature is consistent with bone acting linearly under small strain, and the
variation in the take-up portion seen during calibration is consistent with a settling
behaviour of the setup.
In order for the curve to represent the true loading scenario, the take-up portion of the
curve was removed. This was accomplished by first fitting a 6th order polynomial to
the stress-strain data using MATLAB. The maximum gradient of the fitted polynomial
within the elastic region of the curve was calculated, and the point at which this gradient
occurred was found. A line with a gradient equal to the maximum gradient was fitted
to the data, passing through the point at which this gradient occurred. The resulting
graph is shown in figure 5.16a. A close up of the section within the red square is shown
in figure 5.16b. As seen in figure 5.16b, the fitted straight line does not pass through the
origin. In order for the curve to represent the true specimen loading, the entire graph was
shifted by a strain (εm) equal to the strain in the entire system due to machine take-up.
The shifted graph is shown in figure 5.16c.
The drop-off portion at the end of the curve, indicated with a red oval in figure 5.16c, was
due to the termination of the experiment, or the rapid unloading of the specimen. This
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portion of the data was removed by finding the point at which the gradient of the graph
was most rapidly decreasing within the yielding portion of the data. Mathematically, this
point was found by equating the second derivative of the curve to zero.
Finally, the portion of the graph indicating machine take-up was replaced with the fitted
straight line graph. The resulting curve is shown in figure 5.16d. The point marked with
a black square in figure 5.16d indicates the yield strength (σy) of the specimen. The yield
strength was determined in MATLAB using the intersection between the stress-strain
curve and the straight line, with gradient equal to the maximum gradient of the elastic
region, passing through a strain of 0.002. This corresponds to the 0.2% offset yield point,
shown as the red dotted line in figure 5.16d. Similarly, the point marked x on the graph
represents the US of the material, which was found using MATLAB by determining the
largest stress value on the curve. Mathematically, the shifted strain data was calculated
using equation 5.8.




where σmax.grad and εmax.grad are the stress and strain at the point corresponding to the
maximum gradient respectively and m is the value of the maximum gradient.
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(a) Straight line fitted through point of
maximum gradient.
(b) Close up of fitted straight line.
(c) Graph shifted by εm.
(d) Final corrected graph
Figure 5.16: Graphs showing the removal of the effects of machine take-up and specimen
unloading on a stress-strain curve.
The strain data obtained from the PicoScope R© and confinement platform setup was
processed in a similar way. First, the output voltage curve was smoothed using a low
pass RC filter, with a cut-off frequency of 2 Hz. The filtered voltage was converted to
force using the method described in section 5.3.4.3. The force data was coupled with the
Zwick displacement data, and was converted to stress versus strain data, as described
above. For the data obtained from the confinement platform, stress was calculated using
the outer diameter of the inner cylinder of the platform (10 mm).
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5.5.2 Statistical Analysis of Data
Statistical analysis of the results was performed by assuming a modified Log-normal
distribution for each data set. The aim of this analysis was to determine relevant mode
and standard deviations for the data sets, and to compare these to one another.
A Log-normal distribution is typically used to fit data sets which comprise of positive,
real values and which are suspected to be skewed [64]. In the case of the mechanical
properties of cancellous bone, it was suspected that these values would be skewed, or
have outlying data which could affect the average values of the results, making a Log-
normal distribution an appropriate choice for analysing the results of the investigation.
A variable, X, is said to be Log-normally distributed if Y = ln(X) is normally distributed.
Normally distributed data has the advantage of being easy to analyse - average and mode
occur at the same point, and three standard deviations on either side of the mode will
encompass 99.7% of the data within the set. For these reasons, it was desirable to model
the data obtained during this investigation using a normal distribution.
For the data obtained during this investigation, it was not clear whether or not the natural
log of the data was normally distributed. Therefore, the first step in the analysis was to
transform the data into Log-normally distributed data, using steps 1-4 below.
1. A random variable was added to each point in the data set according to equation
5.9.
X = XX + a; (5.9)
Where:
• XX is the original data
• a is a random variable
2. The natural log of the new data set (X) was calculated as in equation 5.10
Y = ln(X) (5.10)
3. The skewness of the distribution of Y was determined.
4. The random variable, a, was iteratively changed until the skewness of Y was zero
(or minimised)
Once these steps were complete, the data set Y = ln(X) was normally distributed.
Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show an example of this transformation. As seen in figure 5.18, the
modified data is now normally distributed.
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Figure 5.17: Histogram showing the distribution of the natural log of the original data
set.
Figure 5.18: Histogram showing distribution of the natural log of the modified data set,
with optimal variable, a, included.
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The transformed data was analysed to obtain the mode and standard deviation values.
These values were used to determine the upper and lower bounds of the probability density
function - i.e. mode ± 3 × standard deviation. Figure 5.19 shows the modified data,
with probability density function overlaid. The mode and both upper and lower bounds
of the graph are indicated in the image as a black circle and black crosses respectively.
The maximum value of the overlaid curve is an indication of the tightness of the grouping
of the data in the set. This value, shown as a black square in figure 5.19, was used in
the analysis as a “tightness factor” to compare data sets to one another. The greater the
value, the more tightly grouped the data set.
The calculated values for mode and upper and lower bounds were transformed back to the
original data space, using a reverse of the Log transformation. This was transformation
was performed using equation 5.11.
XX = eX − a (5.11)
Figure 5.19: A graph showing the modified data set with overlaid, normally distributed,
probability density function.
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When converting the lower bound value back to the original data space, values were
limited to zero, as no data obtained during the investigation could be negative. The
converted values for the mode and upper and lower bounds, along with the unconverted
tightness factor and the average value of the unmodified data set, were used to plot a
graph for each data set such as that shown in figure 5.20. These graphs give a visual
representation of a full data set, making analysis and comparison of data sets simpler.
Figure 5.20: A graph with annotations showing an example of graphs used for data
analysis, constructed using the statistical analysis method described previously.
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Chapter 6
Results and Discussion
This chapter presents the results of experimental tests as well as image processing
performed to determine architectural parameters. The influence of factors such as strain
rate, presence of marrow, confinement condition and architectural parameters are
analysed and compared both to one another, and also to the literature.
6.1 Compression Test Results
Stress-strain curves for each test were obtained and analysed using the method described
in section 5.5.1. Figure 6.1 shows an example of these curves. The full set of stress-strain
curves for the tested samples are presented in Appendix B.
Figure 6.1: A graph showing an example of a Stress-Strain curve obtained during this
investigation
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6.1.1 Apparent Modulus
Figures 6.2a - 6.2e show the apparent modulus results for various testing conditions at
the tested strain rates (10−3, 10−2 and 10−1 s−1).
(a) Standard Specimen (b) Defatted Specimen
(c) Confined Specimen (d) 20 mm Bone Confined Specimen
(e) 28 mm Bone Confined Specimen
Figure 6.2: Graphs showing the Apparent Modulus Results
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6.1.2 Yield Strength
Figures 6.3a - 6.3e show the yield strength results for various testing conditions at the
tested strain rates (10−3, 10−2 and 101 s−1).
(a) Standard Specimen (b) Defatted Specimen
(c) Confined Specimen (d) 20 mm Bone Confined Specimen
(e) 28 mm Bone Confined Specimen
Figure 6.3: Graphs showing the Yield Strength Results
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6.1.3 Ultimate Strength
Figures 6.4a - 6.4e show the ultimate strength results for various testing conditions at
the tested strain rates (10−3, 10−2 and 10−1 s−1).
(a) Standard Specimen (b) Defatted Specimen
(c) Confined Specimen (d) 20 mm Bone Confined Specimen
(e) 28 mm Bone Confined Specimen
Figure 6.4: Graphs showing the Ultimate Strength Results
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6.2 General Discussion
The results showed a large range of variability over the test types, as well as scatter
within test types. This is consistent with what has been reported in the literature [20,24,
33,35,42,50,51,61,65] as trabecular bone has been seen to exhibit a range of mechanical
properties depending on numerous factors, such as apparent density, anatomical site,
architectural parameters and testing conditions. In table 6.1, the results for each test
series as shown in table 5.3 are presented. The results are presented as averages for
apparent modulus (Eapp), yield strength (σy) and ultimate strength (US) for each test
series.
Table 6.1: A table showing the average experimental test results.





10−3 (N=15) 453.84 8.20 10.68
2 10−2 (N=8) 427.52 7.87 10.17
3 10−1 (N=18) 406.20 8.14 11.51
4
Defatted
10−3 (N=9) 427.85 6.84 9.29
5 10−2 (N=10) 496.33 9.51 11.94




10−3 (N=8) 462.99 8.79 11.06
8 10−2 (N=10) 396.57 7.40 10.09
9 10−1 (N=15) 397.05 7.66 11.35
10 20 mm Bone
Confined
10−3 (N=4) 500.38 9.11 11.32
11 10−1 (N=5) 147.53 3.17 4.56
12 28 mm Bone
Confined
10−3 (N=5) 298.65 7.68 9.77
13 10−1 (N=3) 213.13 5.66 8.95
The average results show variability between values for series 1-9. There was a large
range of scatter within each test series, which suggests that average values may have
been skewed by outliers in the data and this may result in overall averages exhibiting
similar trends. The data in table 6.1 also suggests that the bone confined specimens
have a weaker mechanical response in terms of apparent modulus. However, due to bone
availability and large specimen sizes, fewer specimens were available for testing for series
12-15 - with only 4-5 specimens per series. This smaller sample set could be the cause
of the lower average moduli, yield strength and ultimate strength values. In addition,
the variation may be attributed to the fact that all the specimens of larger diameters
were manufactured markedly later than the original specimens. Although sourced from
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the same initial set of whole bones, the bone confined specimens were machined after the
whole bones had been frozen (without physiological saline) for a year. To more accurately
assess the effects of test type on mechanical response, the following sections present
details of multiple tests, comparing strain rate, boundary conditions and architectural
parameters.
6.3 Strain Rate Comparison
The literature suggests that trabecular bone exhibits visco-elastic properties [53–56, 65].
Strain rate is therefore an important parameter to consider when determining the
mechanical properties of bone. As stated previously, only quasi-static strain rates
(10−3-10−1 s−1) were investigated during this study. The results of this investigation are
shown using graphs and discussion in the following sections. For all graphs in these
sections, refer to figure 5.20 for an explanation of the data points.
6.3.1 Standard Specimens
Figure 6.5 shows the results for standard specimens across three quasi-static strain rates.
It is observed in the figure that there is little to no significant difference between average
and mode values across the strain rates. However, when tests were performed at the
lowest strain rate, 10−3 s−1, the data appeared to be less scattered. This is evident by
the wide tightness factor. The tighter grouping of the upper and lower bounds when
compared to the other two strain rates also validates this finding.
The 10−1 s−1 data set has the widest tightness factor, however, the upper bound is
noticeably higher than the 10−3 s−1 data set. This suggests a greater standard deviation,
considering both data sets have similar mode values.
While the specimens tested at a strain rate of 10−2 s−1 appear to be most scattered -
smallest tightness factor and largest upper bound - the data set also has the smallest
sample size of the three groups. This suggests that outliers would have a greater effect
on the overall data for this particular data set.
The data in figure 6.5 suggests that while strain rate has no significant effect on the
average apparent modulus of data sets, increasing the strain rate introduces increased
scatter to the data. This observation is mirrored in figures 6.6 and 6.7. In each case,
the average and mode of the data sets remain similar, while the upper bounds of each of
the higher strain rate tests is significantly larger than that of the specimens tested at the
lowest strain rate.
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Figure 6.5: A graph of Apparent Modulus versus Strain Rate for standard specimens
Figure 6.6: A graph of Yield Strength versus Strain Rate for standard specimens
Figure 6.7: A graph of Ultimate Strength versus Strain Rate for standard specimens
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6.3.2 Defatted Specimens
Figures 6.8-6.7 show the results for apparent modulus, yield strength and ultimate
strength of defatted, 10 mm cylinderical trabecular bone samples over the three strain
rates investigated.
The graphs show no correlation between the average or mode of these data sets and
strain rate, and little correlation between scatter over varying strain rates. The
literature suggests that marrow plays an important role in the mechanical response of
trabecular bone [6, 7, 39], and the removal of the marrow may therefore be the cause of
this insignificant correlation.
Figure 6.8: A graph of Apparent Modulus versus Strain Rate for defatted specimens
Figure 6.9: A graph of Yield Strength versus Strain Rate for defatted specimens
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Figure 6.10: A graph of Ultimate Strength versus Strain Rate for defatted specimens
6.3.3 Structurally Confined Specimens
The graphs in figures 6.11-6.13 show the results of the effect of strain rate on apparent
modulus for the three confinement techniques used during the investigation.
The data in figure 6.11 shows results for apparent modulus versus strain rate for specimens
tested using the collar and plunger confinement described in section 5.3.1. The strain
rate appears to have no effect on the average mechanical response, with average, mode
and tightness factor values remaining relatively constant across data sets. The data set
tested at a strain rate of 10−2 s−1 appears to be the least scattered of all the data sets.
The yield and ultimate strength results for confinement data sets show similar trends to
those of the apparent modulus graphs, as seen in figures 6.12 and 6.13.
Figure 6.11: A graph of Apparent Modulus versus Strain Rate for confined specimens
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Figure 6.12: A graph of Yield Strength versus Strain Rate for confined specimens
Figure 6.13: A graph of Ultimate Strength versus Strain Rate for confined specimens
6.3.4 20 mm Bone Confined Specimens
Figures 6.14-6.16 present the results of the strain rate comparison for bone confined, 20
mm cylindrical specimens. The presented results show the response of the inner 10 mm
cylinder only. These graphs show significantly lower average mechanical properties for the
specimens tested at 10−1 s−1. While the upper bound of this data set is also noticeably
lower, this is likely due to the lower average rather than a smaller standard deviation, as
both data sets for each property have similar tightness factors. During experimental test
series 10 - 20 mm specimens compressed at 10−3 s−1 - one set of results was incorrectly
recorded using the confinement platform set up and could therefore not be used. The
sample size for series 10 was therefore smaller than the already small set for series 11.
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Figure 6.14: A graph of Apparent Modulus versus Strain Rate for 20 mm bone confined
specimens
Figure 6.15: A graph of Yield Strength versus Strain Rate for 20 mm bone confined
specimens
Figure 6.16: A graph of Ultimate Strength versus Strain Rate for 20 mm bone confined
specimens
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6.3.5 28 mm Bone Confined Specimens
Figures 6.17-6.19 present the results for the 28 mm bone confinement series. During
the experimentation, the data for two specimens in the 10−1 s−1 series was incorrectly
captured, making it unusable. The subsequent sample size was therefore only 3 specimens.
The data in figure 6.17 indicates a slightly decreased apparent modulus and scatter for the
higher strain rate, although not as significantly decreased as in figures 6.14-6.16. Figures
6.18 and 6.19 show similar trends to those observed in figure 6.17.
Figure 6.17: A graph of Apparent Modulus versus Strain Rate for 28 mm bone confined
specimens
Figure 6.18: A graph of Yield Strength versus Strain Rate for 28 mm bone confined
specimens
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Figure 6.19: A graph of Ultimate Strength versus Strain Rate for 28 mm bone confined
specimens
The results presented for the bone confined tests, figures 6.14-6.18, suggest varying
responses of the trabecular bone specimens over the two strain rates tested in these
series. These results were not considered statistically relevant as the sample sizes in
each group were so small.
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6.4 Boundary Condition Comparison
To assess the effect of boundary conditions on the mechanical response of trabecular
bone, various specimen boundary conditions were tested during the investigation. The
following sections present and compare the results for the standard, defatted and confined
specimen boundary conditions.
6.4.1 Standard Versus Defatted
Figures 6.20-6.22 show a comparison of the results for apparent modulus, yield strength
and ultimate strength respectively, for standard and defatted specimens.
The graphs all exhibit similar trends - the average mechanical properties seem
insignificantly affected by boundary condition, while majority of the data sets show
decreased scatter for the defatted group of specimens. This suggests that at quasi-static
strain rates, although the bone marrow may not affect the strength of the trabecular
bone, it does play a role in introducing scatter to the data. It may also suggest that the
presence of marrow introduced experimental results with much stronger mechanical
properties when compared to the defatted samples, as the upper bounds are
significantly higher for most of the standard data sets. This agrees with the findings of
Ma et al. [7]. The scatter apparent in the mechanical properties of the standard
specimens may be a result of the fact that the marrow was not confined to within the
trabecular network during compression.
Figure 6.20: A graph showing Apparent Modulus Results for Standard and Defatted
specimens
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Figure 6.21: A graph showing Yield Strength Results for Standard and Defatted
specimens
Figure 6.22: A graph showing Ultimate Strength Results for Standard and Defatted
specimens
Figure 6.23 shows a comparison of the way in which marrow was forced out of two different
specimens. These specimens were machined from the same bone, and both were tested
at the same strain rate. However, as is evident, the sites at and manner in which the
marrow exits the trabecular network are considerably different. This may be attributed
to the highly anisotropic and randomised nature of the trabecular network.
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Figure 6.23: Photographs showing a comparison of marrow forced out of two different
compressed specimens. Both specimens were compressed at the same strain rate.
The results also show that the presence of marrow yielded an ultimate strength 4.92-
60.57% higher than defatted specimens. This results contradicts the findings of Chen
et al. [6]. Figure 6.24 shows the results of the maximum ultimate strengths for each
strain rate of both standard and defatted samples. This result is mirrored by the results
for apparent modulus and yield strength, which show an increase of 8.76-51.69% and
0.16-37.50% respectively for specimens with marrow versus those without.
Figure 6.24: A graph showing a comparison of the Maximum Ultimate Strength for
Standard and Defatted samples
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6.4.2 Standard Versus Structurally Confined
Figures 6.25-6.27 present the results for the 10 mm specimens, confined using a collar
and plunger confinement (series 7-9) in comparison to the standard set of specimens.
As was evident in previous data sets, this confinement technique does not significantly
affect the average mechanical properties of the tested specimens. Across all the
mechanical properties (Eapp, σy and US), the reduced scatter in the confined data set
compressed at 10−2 s−1 appears to disagree with the overall trends. In general, the
confined specimens exhibit similar or more scatter when compared to the standard
specimen results.
Figure 6.25: A graph showing Apparent Modulus Results for Standard and Confined
specimens
Figure 6.26: A graph showing Yield Strength Results for Standard and Confined
specimens
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Figure 6.27: A graph showing Ultimate Strength Results for Standard and Confined
specimens
The differences in scatter may be a result of the fit of each specimen inside the aluminium
collar. Table 6.2 presents the average, minimum and maximum diameters for series 7-9.
The data in the table shows that the specimens in series 8 all had diameters of 10 mm or
more, while the series 7 and 9 contained specimens with measured diameters less than 10
mm, both having average diameters under 10 mm. This suggests that specimens which
fit more tightly inside the collar confinement will perform more consistently. This also
implies that looser fitting specimens may not experience a sufficient support force from
the collar boundary condition. While forcing specimens with larger diameters into the
confinement collar was sometimes required, this was only achieved using the force a hand
is able to deliver. The trabecular bone cylinders were not able to be compressed by hand,
and therefore any force applied by hand to fit the sample into the collar was not able
to damage the specimen. This result, along with the results presented in section 6.4.1,
suggest that the presence of marrow does not significantly increase the strength of the
bone as quasi-static strain rates, but that the flow of marrow may have a disruptive effect
on the trabecular network.
Table 6.2: A table showing average, minimum and maximum diameters of the structurally








7 9.98 9.91 10.02
8 10.02 10.00 10.07
9 9.98 9.90 10.07
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6.4.3 Bone Confinement
The following sections present the results for the bone confinement test series. These
results compare standard specimens to bone confined specimens, specifically the inner 10
mm diameter. Further comparison is made between the response of the inner 10 mm and
whole specimens, both 20 mm and 28 mm diameters.
6.4.3.1 Standard Versus 20 mm Bone Confined
Figures 6.28-6.30 show the mechanical properties for the 20 mm bone confinement
series. The apparent modulus, yield and ultimate strength results all show the same
trends - average values are unaffected by the confinement at 10−3 s−1, while the 20 mm
bone confined specimens tested at 10−1 s−1 exhibit decreased mechanical properties in
comparison to the standard specimens. The confined specimens show narrower tightness
factors than the standard specimens, but this is likely a direct result of the smaller
sample size for the 20 mm confined specimen data sets.
Figure 6.28: A graph showing Apparent Modulus Results for Standard and 20 mm Bone
Confined specimens
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Figure 6.29: A graph showing Yield Strength Results for Standard and 20 mm Bone
Confined specimens
Figure 6.30: A graph showing Ultimate Strength Results for Standard and 20 mm Bone
Confined specimens
6.4.3.2 Standard Versus 28 mm Bone Confined
Figures 6.31-6.33 present the results for the 28 mm bone confinement series. The results
show similar trends to those presented for the 20 mm bone confinement series, except that
a decrease in mechanical properties is observed across both strain rates tested. Apparent
modulus also exhibits a larger decrease when compared to the other two mechanical
properties, suggesting the apparent modulus has a greater sensitivity to confinement
than yield and ultimate strength.
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Figure 6.31: A graph showing Apparent Modulus Results for Standard and 28 mm Bone
Confined specimens
Figure 6.32: A graph showing Yield Strength Results for Standard and 28 mm Bone
Confined specimens
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Figure 6.33: A graph showing Ultimate Strength Results for Standard and 28 mm Bone
Confined specimens
While the results presented in figures 6.28-6.33 suggest that bone confinement results in
a decrease in mechanical properties, the sample sizes for the bone confinement series were
much smaller than those for the standard series. Four or five specimens in a data set is
likely not enough to draw any relevant statistical analysis, therefore, these results should
be extended to comparable sample sizes before any conclusions can be drawn.
Figure 6.34 shows a comparison of the results for the maximum apparent modulus for
each confinement technique. The graphs suggest that none of the confinement techniques
investigated during the study achieved results which mimicked in vivo conditions. Chaari
et al. [2] suggested that confinement boundary conditions only affect samples after the
initial loading phase of the specimens. This could not be verified during this study as
the specimens were not loaded past the first stage. This type of loading would be an
insightful extension to the current investigation.
While the data in the graph in figure 6.34 suggests a clear decrease in strength of confined
specimens, both the 20 mm and 28 mm specimens were machined from humerus 8 and 9
respectively. Due to an unforeseen need for further samples, these two bones in particular
were stored and frozen as whole bones (without physiological saline) for over a year before
machining. There was also no overlap between these specimens across different bones,
as there was in other datasets. This suggests that these two humeri in particular may
have been weaker than the rest. Without samples spanning more than one bone for the
bone confinement datasets, it is difficult to draw meaningful conclusions as the decreased
mechanical strength may be a result of specimens originating from different humeri or
having different storage conditions, rather than being a result of the confinement.
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Figure 6.34: A graph showing a comparison of the Maximum Apparent Modulus for
Standard specimens and all Confinement techniques
In general, the confinement results therefore suggest that the strength of cancellous bone
is unaffected by the testing condition, and provided enough samples are tested, the scatter
can be mostly ignored.
6.4.3.3 Inner 10 mm Versus Whole 20 mm Specimen
While the previous section suggested a decrease in mechanical strength with bone
confinement, individual specimens results contradict show an increase in mechanical
properties for the confined section of bone. The following section presents results of
individual, bone confined specimens by comparing the inner 10 mm specimen to the
overall strength of the larger bone specimen.
Figures 6.35a and 6.35b show examples of the stress-strain results for individual, 20 mm
specimens. The red curve indicates the stress-strain curve obtained from the Zwick, and
therefore represents the overall stress in the large specimen. The blue curve indicates the
stress measured by the confinement platform and therefore represents the stress in the
inner 10 mm cylinder of the specimen. The graphs show a clear increase in mechanical
strength of the inner 10 mm cylinder when compared to the overall specimen.
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(a) Sample number 503 (b) Sample number 512
Figure 6.35: Example graphs of the stress-strain curves for 20 mm bone confinement
specimens
This result is reiterated in figures 6.36 - 6.38. The graphs show a comparison of the results
for apparent modulus, yield and ultimate strength respective, for both the inner 10 mm
and the whole 20 mm specimen. An increase in the mechanical properties of the confined
specimens across both strain rates was evident. This suggests that the confinement had
a significant affect, and that the decrease in mechanical properties observed between the
standard and bone confined specimens in section 6.4.3.1 was due to the bone storage
conditions rather than the confinement conditions of the specimens. The data in table
6.3 presents a ratio of the inner versus outer diameters for each mechanical property
as determined during the experimentation. The results show that the inner 10 mm have
strength properties 41-58% greater than those of the whole 20 mm specimens. This shows
a clear confinement effect.
Figure 6.36: A graph showing a comparison of apparent modulus of the whole 20 mm
specimen versus the inner 10 mm diameter
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Figure 6.37: A graph showing a comparison of yield strength of the whole 20 mm specimen
versus the inner 10 mm diameter
Figure 6.38: A graph showing a comparison of ultimate strength of the whole 20 mm
specimen versus the inner 10 mm diameter













Table 6.3: A table presenting the mechanical properties of the inner 10 mm cylinder compared to the overall 20 mm bone specimen.
Sample
Number
Apparent Modulus (MPa) Yield Strength (MPa) Ultimate Strength (MPa)
Inner Whole Ratio Inner Whole Ratio Inner Whole Ratio
498 603.58 372.02 1.62 12.58 8.37 1.50 15.80 12.88 1.23
503 724.68 390.18 1.86 13.62 4.83 2.82 16.47 9.85 1.67
504 277.95 142.58 1.95 3.94 2.86 1.38 5.35 3.75 1.43
506 395.31 171.78 2.30 6.30 3.01 2.09 7.68 3.96 1.94
508 21.55 21.19 1.02 0.59 0.49 1.21 1.08 0.78 1.38
510 226.59 173.49 1.31 4.82 3.36 1.44 6.42 5.04 1.27
512 153.69 107.28 1.43 3.39 2.47 1.37 5.05 3.75 1.35
513 189.83 138.78 1.37 4.40 3.47 1.27 6.33 5.22 1.21
514 145.97 106.08 1.38 2.65 2.24 1.18 3.92 3.10 1.26
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6.4.3.4 Inner 10 mm Versus Whole 28 mm Specimen
Figures 6.39 and 6.40 present the apparent modulus and yield strength results for the
28 mm bone confined specimens. These graphs compare the inner 10 mm specimens to
the whole bone specimens, and show that bone confinement significantly strengthens the
mechanical properties of the specimen.
The ultimate strength data was not presented as multiple tests in this series were not able
to reach completion due to force limitations of the Zwick. Figure 6.41 shows examples of
tests which were deemed incomplete, as compression was stopped before a true ultimate
strength was reached.
Figure 6.39: A graph showing a comparison of apparent modulus of the whole 28 mm
specimen versus the inner 10 mm diameter
Figure 6.40: A graph showing a comparison of yield strength of the whole 28 mm specimen
versus the inner 10 mm diameter
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(a) Sample Number 530 (b) Sample Number 532
Figure 6.41: Graphs showing Stress-Strain curves of incompletely compressed specimens
Figure 6.42: A graph showing the results for sample number 535 presenting unexpected
results
One test in the series, shown in figure 6.42, presented unexpected results when compared
to the rest in the dataset, with the whole bone specimen appearing to have higher strength
than the inner 10 mm specimen (red curve appears above the blue curve). This specimen
data was likely captured incorrectly from the confinement platform, although no obvious
reason for this was found.
Table 6.4 presents the results of the ratio of the inner versus outer diameters for each
mechanical property. The data presented in figure 6.42 is highlighted in grey in table 6.4.
The results show that the inner 10 mm have strength properties 22-78% greater than
those of the whole 20 mm specimens, if sample 535 is included. However, if specimen
535 is excluded, the results show a 31%-96% increase in mechanical strength. In all
cases, ultimate strength exhibits the smallest increase in mechanical properties, while
yield strength appears to have the greatest sensitivity to confinement.













Table 6.4: A table showing the mechanical properties of the inner 10 mm cylinder compared to the overall 28 mm bone specimen.
Sample
Number
Apparent Modulus (MPa) Yield Strength (MPa) Ultimate Strength (MPa)
Inner Whole Ratio Inner Whole Ratio Inner Whole Ratio
529 269.76 162.85 1.66 5.24 4.47 1.17 6.84 5.69 1.20
530 299.32 184.21 1.62 9.28 8.80 1.05 - - -
532 479.36 245.52 1.95 15.02 2.22 6.77 - - -
533 60.26 59.37 1.02 1.63 1.32 1.24 - - -
534 384.53 180.66 2.13 7.25 4.77 1.52 9.87 6.43 1.53
535 70.91 101.89 0.70 1.14 2.25 0.51 3.23 3.42 0.95
537 229.86 165.28 1.39 5.89 5.45 1.08 8.92 7.42 1.20
538 338.62 234.58 1.44 9.95 11.58 0.86 - - -
Average Ratio (including sample 535)
1.48 1.78 1.22
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6.4.3.5 Summary of Bone Confinement
The results have shown that bone confinement significantly increases the mechanical
strength of the specimen. Inner 10 mm versus whole specimens apparent modulus
increased by 58% in 20 mm specimens, and by 60% in 28 mm specimens. This suggests
that any further increase in the specimen diameter would not affect the ratio of inner to
whole specimen apparent modulus any further. This result implies that edge effects on
apparent modulus have been effectively removed by doubling the specimen diameter.
These results do not agree with the assertion by Chaari et al. [2] that boundary
condition has little to no significance on specimen response during the initial loading
phase.
Yield strength, however, does not appear to exhibit similar removal of edge effects. The
ratio of inner to whole bone yield strength increases from 58% to 96% between the 20
mm and 28 mm specimens. This suggests that a further increase in specimen diameter
would be required to reflect a loading scenario closer to the in vivo environment. This
further implies that while cancellous bone is deforming, before it has reached the fracture
point, it can be more effectively tested for in vivo conditions with smaller specimens, but
that post-fracture behaviour requires larger distances between the test specimen and its
boundary to effectively eliminate edge effects.
No meaningful conclusions were drawn between the ultimate strengths of the 20 mm
and 28 mm specimens as too few usable samples were left within the 28 mm specimen
datasets.
Bone confinement is a unique method of attempting to replicate the in vivo response
of bone. The investigation yielded promising results which show a significant effect of
boundary conditions on the overall mechanical response of the specimens. The results of
this study contradict other confinement studies in the literature [2–4] which reported no
significant confinement effect. Harrison and McHugh [5] observed an increase in apparent
modulus of between 17.4% and 20.4% for samples within whole bones versus individual
samples. The results of the current investigation find an increase in apparent modulus of
58-60% in bone confined samples, suggesting that the numerical simulations performed
by Harrison and McHugh [5] underpredict the increase in mechanical strength in the in
vivo environment.
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6.5 Influence of Architectural Parameters
The effect of architectural parameters on the mechanical response of cancellous bone has
been well documented in the literature [3,18,20–25,28,28,33–46]. Almost all the studies
conducted have concluded that the mechanical properties of trabecular bone are better
predicted through the use of architectural parameters. The following sections present the
results of the investigation for each mechanical property in relation to four architectural
parameters, namely Bone Volume versus Total Volume (BV/TV), Trabecular Number
(Tb.N), Trabecular Separation (Tb.Sp) and Trabecular Thickness (Tb.Th). Each of the
parameters were calculated using the techniques and equations presented in section 4.2.6.
6.5.1 Bone Volume versus Total Volume
Figure 6.43 shows the apparent modulus of all tested specimens as a function of BV/TV
for each specimen. The black line in the graph shows the best fit straight line for the
full dataset. As seen in figure 6.43, the apparent modulus of each specimen is well
predicted by its BV/TV, and an overall trend exists according to the equation Eapp =
1511.51BV/TV− 100.88.
The value for BV/TV of any sample is limited to a maximum of 1 - where the entire sample
is bone, without space for marrow in the trabecular network. While this is impractical in
real life specimens, the equivalent scenario would be testing a single trabecula rod. This
trendline suggests that the apparent modulus for cancellous bone, or a single trabecula
rod, is 1410.63 MPa.
Figures 6.45 and 6.46 show similar trends for yield and ultimate strength respectively.
The yield strength versus BV/TV data is well predicted by a linear function with the
equation σy = 33.81BV/TV−3.58. Using the same reasoning as with apparent modulus,
this suggests a trabecula yield strength of 30.23 MPa. For ultimate strength, the fitted
linear curve equation is US = 47.13BV/TV− 5.39. This suggests a single trabecula has
an ultimate strength of 41.74 MPa.
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Figure 6.43: A graph of Apparent Modulus versus BV/TV for all test series performed
in this study
Figures 6.44a-6.44e show the results as shown in figure 6.43, separated into specimen
conditions. The specimen condition specific fitted curves, shown as dotted lines, differ
slightly to the overall fitted curve in each case. This result suggests that while the overall
trend for each of these condition graphs shows a positive, linear correlation, each specimen
condition has a slightly different relationship between apparent modulus and BV/TV.
This further suggests that the architectural parameter BV/TV alone may not accurately
predict the response of cancellous bone, and that the parameter must be coupled with
test type and loading condition in order to fully predict the mechanical response. This
result is mirrored across all mechanical properties for BV/TV, and the remaining graphs
- for both yield and ultimate strength - are shown in Appendix B.
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(a) Standard (b) Defatted
(c) Structurally Confined (d) 20 mm Bone Confined
(e) 28 mm Bone Confined
Figure 6.44: Graphs showing Apparent Modulus versus BV/TV for each specimen
condition
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Figure 6.45: A graph of Yield Strength versus BV/TV for all test series performed in
this study
Figure 6.46: A graph of Ultimate Strength versus BV/TV for all test series performed in
this study
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6.5.2 Trabecular Number
Trabecular number is a measurement of the number of trabeculae present per unit length
in a cancellous bone sample. As this number increases, it suggests an increase in the
number of trabeculae in the sample, which, in turn, suggests a larger percentage of bone
volume. Therefore, it would be expected that the trends seen in section 6.5.1 would be
mirrored by those seen for Tb.N.
Figure 6.47 shows a similar positive, linear trend as seen previously in figure 6.43. While
a direct correlation between Tb.N and apparent modulus of a single trabecula rod cannot
be drawn, the trend suggests that an increase in Tb.N causes an increase in Eapp given
by the equation Eapp = 391.07Tb.N− 26.19.
Both yield and ultimate strength show similar trends as that for apparent modulus, as
seen in figures 6.49 and 6.50. Yield strength is predicted by the equation σy = 7.66Tb.N−
0.70 while ultimate strength is predicted by US = 10.42Tb.N− 1.09.
Figure 6.47: A graph of Apparent Modulus versus Tb.N for all test series performed in
this study
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Figures 6.48a-6.48e show the results as shown in figure 6.47, separated into specimen
conditions. As in the case of BV/TV, each specimen condition exhibits a different
relationship to that of the overall data. The condition specific graphs for yield and
strength are presented in Appendix B.
(a) Standard (b) Defatted
(c) Structurally Confined (d) 20 mm Bone Confined
(e) 28 mm Bone Confined
Figure 6.48: Graphs showing Apparent Modulus versus Tb.N for each specimen condition
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Figure 6.49: A graph of Yield Strength versus Tb.N for all test series performed in this
study
Figure 6.50: A graph of Ultimate Strength versus Tb.N for all test series performed in
this study
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6.5.3 Trabecular Separation
Trabecular separation is a measure of the space between trabeculae in a sample. In
contrast to Tb.N, an increase in this architectural parameter suggests a decrease in
bone volume. If the Tb.Sp value approaches zero, this implies that the bone is tending
towards having no space between trabeculae, and is therefore tending towards being
solid cancellous bone. Conversely, as the value of Tb.Sp tends towards infinity, the
sample tends towards infinitely thin rods of trabeculae. These theoretical assumptions
suggest that mechanical properties should depend on Tb.Sp in an exponentially
decreasing manner, where the mechanical property approaches zero asymptotically as
the value of Tb.Sp approaches infinity. Figures 6.51-6.54 agree well with this hypothesis.
The data in figure 6.51 suggests that apparent modulus depends on Tb.Sp according to
Eapp = 1105.67e
−1.66Tb.Sp. This trend suggests a single trabecula apparent modulus of
1105.67 MPa (when Tb.Sp is zero). This value is only 21% lower than the value predicted
by BV/TV for the same mechanical property.
Figures 6.52a-6.52e show the results as shown in figure 6.51, presented per specimen
conditions. As in the case of both BV/TV and Tb.N, each specimen condition exhibits a
different relationship to that of the overall data. The condition specific graphs for yield
and strength are presented in Appendix B.
Figure 6.51: A graph of Apparent Modulus versus Tb.Sp for all test series performed in
this study
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(a) Standard (b) Defatted
(c) Structurally Confined (d) 20 mm Bone Confined
(e) 28 mm Bone Confined
Figure 6.52: Graphs showing Apparent Modulus versus Tb.Sp for each specimen condition
Figures 6.53 and 6.54 present the results for yield and ultimate strengths, represented
by the equations σy = 25.99e−2.07Tb.Sp and US = 39.96e−2.35Tb.Sp respectively. These
equations predict single trabecula yield and ultimate strengths of 25.99 MPa and 39.96
MPa respectively. The yield strength predicted by Tb.Sp agrees to within 14% of that
predicted by BV/TV, while ultimate strength agrees to within 4%. These trends suggest
that a combination of BV/TV and Tb.Sp is a good predictor of the mechanical response
of cancellous bone, and that simulations aiming to mimic the response of cancellous bone
should, at a minimum, include BV/TV and Tb.Sp. The observed relationship differences
between test types suggest a combination of both the specimen condition and architectural
parameters be used when modelling cancellous bone.
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Figure 6.53: A graph of Yield Strength versus Tb.Sp for all test series performed in this
study
Figure 6.54: A graph of Ultimate Strength versus Tb.Sp for all test series performed in
this study
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6.5.4 Trabecular Thickness
Trabecular thickness is a measure of how thick individual trabeculae are within a sample.
In theory, an increase in Tb.Th would result in an increase in mechanical strength, as
thicker trabeculae suggest more total bone volume.
Figures 6.55-6.57 show graphs of apparent modulus, yield strength and ultimate strength
versus Tb.Th. The graphs showed no obvious correlation for any of the mechanical
properties, even when considering different test series. However, all the graphs exhibited
a lower bound for the trabecular thickness of the samples tested of roughly 0.2 mm
(200 µm), and an upper limit of roughly 0.58 mm (580 µm). This agrees with findings
in the literature [3], further validating the results given by the developed architecture
algorithms.
As no correlation was observed between the mechanical properties and Tb.Th, condition
comparisons for this dataset were not plotted.
Figure 6.55: A graph of Apparent Modulus versus Tb.Th for all test series performed in
this study
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Figure 6.56: A graph of Yield Strength versus Tb.Th for all test series performed in this
study
Figure 6.57: A graph of Ultimate Strength versus Tb.Th for all test series performed in
this study
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
This investigation aimed to assess the effect of strain rate, boundary conditions and
architectural parameters on the mechanical response of bovine cancellous bone.
Experimentation was performed at three quasi-static strain rates, namely 10−3, 10−2
and 10−1 s−1. Compression of the specimens at these strain rates yielded mechanical
properties such as apparent modulus, yield strength and ultimate strength. The three
main specimen conditions investigated were standard samples with marrow, defatted
samples (without marrow) and confined samples. The confined samples were further
divided into those confined structurally, using an aluminium collar, and those confined
with a larger diameter of bone. These conditions were investigated to assess the effect
of boundary conditions. Specimens were also individually scanned using a Phoenix µCT
scanner (voxel size 80 µm, 70 kV, 350 µA, acquisition time of 500 ms per image) to
obtain micro-structural architecture. The architectural parameters were coupled with
the mechanical properties obtained during experimentation to assess the effect of
architecture on the response of cancellous bone. The following sections present the
conclusions drawn based on the outcomes of the aforementioned investigation.
7.1 Strain Rate
The effect of strain rate was considered for each specimen boundary condition tested.
It was found that for quasi-static strain rates, there was little to no dependency of the
overall mechanical properties on strain rate.
For the standard specimens, it was observed that an increase in strain rate caused a
significant increase in the scatter of the experimental data. However, this was not the
case for the defatted or confined specimens, which appeared to exhibit little correlation
between both mechanical properties and scatter with varying strain rates. The response of
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the inner 10 mm diameter of specimens confined by bone, both 20 mm and 28 mm overall
diameter, showed a slight decrease in apparent modulus, yield and ultimate strength with
an increase in strain rate. However, the sample sizes for the bone confined specimens were
significantly smaller than those for the rest of the test series, and therefore no meaningful
conclusions were drawn based on these results.
7.2 Boundary Condition
The effect of boundary condition was investigated by comparing the response of specimens
tested using each boundary condition to the response of the standard specimens.
7.2.1 Presence of Marrow
Defatted specimens were found to have similar apparent modulus, yield strength and
ultimate strength to standard specimens. It was concluded that at quasi-static strain
rates, the presence of marrow does not significantly affect the strength of trabecular
bone. It was also observed that the defatted sample sets exhibited less scatter in the
data, suggesting that the flow of marrow may have a disruptive effect on the trabecular
network. This finding was further validated by figure 6.23, which showed differing
patterns and locations for marrow leaving the compressed standard specimen, as well as
by the conclusions in presented section 7.2.2.1. It was concluded that the presence of
marrow increases the apparent modulus by 8.76-51.69%, the yield strength by
0.16-37.50%, and the ultimate strength by 4.92-60.57%.
7.2.2 Confinement Condition
Confined tests were sub-divided into two main types of confinement, namely structural,
and bone confinement. The structurally confined specimens were placed inside a 10
mm inner diameter aluminium collar, while the bone confined specimens relied on larger
samples of machined bone to create a bone confinement surrounding the inner 10 mm
diameter.
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7.2.2.1 Structural Confinement
The structurally confined dataset yielded little difference in mechanical properties
between themselves and those of the standard specimens. However, one particular
group of confined samples appeared to exhibit far less scatter than the others. It was
concluded that this dataset had larger diameters overall, which had a tighter fit within
the aluminium collar confinement. This yielded the conclusion that undersized
specimens would not be sufficiently confined by this confinement type. Therefore, in
order to effectively confine specimens, the collar inner diameter should have a diameter
the same size as or smaller than the outer diameter of the specimen. The decreased
scatter within the tighter fitting dataset further validates the finding presented in
section 7.2.1 that the movement of marrow within the trabecular bone at quasi-static
strain rates disrupts the trabecular network.
7.2.2.2 Bone Confinement
The overall results for the bone confined specimens suggested a decrease in mechanical
properties of confined specimens when compared to standard specimens. However, this
result was attributed to both smaller sample sizes for the bone confined datasets, as
well as longer storage times before experimentation of the specimens machined for bone
confinement testing.
When comparing the response of the whole bone confined samples to the inner 10 mm
of these samples, both 20 mm and 28 mm specimens showed a significant increase in
mechanical properties. The apparent modulus of the inner 10 mm of the specimens was
found to be 58% and 60% larger than the whole 20 mm and 28 mm specimens respectively.
This suggests that the edge effects had been effectively removed by doubling the diameter
of the specimen, and that further increasing the diameter would have no further effect
on the apparent modulus of the inner 10 mm. Yield strength, however, showed increases
for the inner 10 mm of 58% and 96% for 20 mm and 28 mm specimens respectively. This
result suggests that further elimination of edge effects is required to accurately mimic in
vivo mechanical properties post-yield.
No conclusions were drawn about the ultimate strength of the bone confined datasets as
there were too few usable specimens in the 28 mm diameter dataset.
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7.3 Architectural Parameters
The effects of architectural parameters, namely BV/TV, Tb.N, Tb.Sp and Tb.Th, on
the mechanical properties of cancellous bone were investigated. Trends were observed in
all architectural parameters except Tb.Th. The following sections detail the conclusions
drawn for each architectural parameter.
7.3.1 Bone Volume versus Total Volume
BV/TV was found to have a positive linear relationship with the apparent modulus,
yield strength and ultimate strength of cancellous bone. Apparent modulus, across all
test types and strain rates, was found to be related to BV/TV by the equation Eapp =
1511.51BV/TV − 100.88. Similarly, the yield and ultimate strength was found to be
proportional to BV/TV according to equations σy = 33.81BV/TV − 3.58 and US =
47.13BV/TV − 5.39 respectively. These results suggested that the apparent modulus,
yield strength and ultimate strength of a single trabecula - when BV/TV is equal to 1 -
are 1410.63 MPa, 30.23 MPa and 41.74 MPa respectively.
7.3.2 Trabecular Number
The results for correlation between Tb.N and mechanical properties mirrored those for
BV/TV. Apparent modulus was found to be related to Tb.N by the equation Eapp =
391.07Tb.N− 26.19, while yield and ultimate strength was predicted using the equations
σy = 7.66Tb.N − 0.70 and US = 10.42Tb.N − 1.09 respectively. While no inference was
drawn about the mechanical properties of a singular trabecula using Tb.N, the similarity
in trends to BV/TV suggested this result was valid.
7.3.3 Trabecular Separation
The results for Tb.Sp showed an exponential relationship between the mechanical
properties and Tb.Sp. Apparent modulus, yield strength and ultimate strength were
related to Tb.Sp by equations Eapp = 1105.67e−1.66Tb.Sp, σy = 25.99e−2.07Tb.Sp and
US = 39.96e−2.35Tb.Sp. Single trabecula properties were found to be predicted when
Tb.Sp is zero (i.e. when there is no space between trabeculae). The apparent modulus,
yield and ultimate strengths of a single trabecula were predicted to be 1105.67 MPa,
25.99 MPa and 39.96 MPa. The apparent modulus found using Tb.Sp was 21% lower
than the value predicted by BV/TV. Yield and ultimate strengths predicted using
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Tb.Sp were 14% and only 4% lower than those predicted using BV/TV. These results
suggest that using both BV/TV and Tb.Sp in simulations involving cancellous bone
would increase the accuracy of the results.
7.3.4 Trabecular Thickness
No obvious correlation was found between Tb.Th and the mechanical properties of
cancellous bone. The results exhibited a minimum Tb.Th of 200 µm and a maximum of
roughly 580 µm. This was found to agree with the literature and therefore further
validated the archtiecture algorithms developed during the investigation.
7.3.5 General Influence of Architectural Parameters
Comparisons of each test type for all the architectural parameters yielded the result
that test type influences the overall relationship between the mechanical property and
the architectural parameter. This led to the conclusion that using a combination of the
specimen condition and architectural parameters, preferably at least BV/TV and Tb.Sp,
in simulation will yield the most accurate results for the response of cancellous bone.
7.4 General Conclusions
The investigation therefore determined the effect of strain rate, boundary conditions and
architectural parameters on the mechanical response of bovine cancellous bone. Apparent
modulus, yield strength and ultimate strength were analysed for each sample across five
test types - standard, defatted, structurally confined, 20 mm bone confined and 28 mm
bone confined - at three different quasi-static strain rates, namely 10−3, 10−2 and 10−1
s−1.
Each specimen was successfully µCT scanned and the images were used to determine
the architectural parameters using algorithms developed during the investigation. The
algorithms were validated using BoneJ, and the results of the validations showed good
correlation between the developed technique and commercially available software.
An experimental confinement technique - bone confinement - was successfully used to
reduce the edge effects of the boundary conditions on the tested specimens. This
technique yielded positive results which suggest a significant increase in the strength of
samples when confined by surrounding bone. This more accurately represents in vivo
conditions.
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Chapter 8
Recommendations
The objectives of this investigation were successfully met. However, the following
recommendations for future work were identified:
• The study should be extended to intermediate and dynamic strain rate ranges to
verify the effect of the presence of marrow.
• Further experimentation should be completed on larger diameter (20 mm and 28
mm) specimens to increase the sample sizes and therefore the statistical relevance
of the data collected.
• A range of specimen conditions tests should be conducted using samples sourced
from a single bone.
• Experimentation should be expanded to specimens with diameters larger than 28
mm, particularly for the post-yield properties of the specimens.
• Experiments should be conducted on lattices with carefully controlled
architectural parameters to further investigate the effect of these parameters on
mechanical response.
• Simulations should be run using models based on the µCT scanned images of the
current specimens. This will give insight into the mechanics of the conducted
experiments.
• Simulations should be extended to larger specimens, eventually being extended to
whole bone samples rather than cored cylinders.
• Architectural parameters, especially BV/TV and Tb.Sp, should be included in
simulations to better predict the response of cancellous bone.
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As discussed in Chapter 5, the hoop strain (εH) measured on the external surface of
a thickwalled cylinder, as shown in figure A.1 is described in terms of the radii of the
cylinder and by the applied internal pressure.
Figure A.1: A schematic of a thick-walled cylinder
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Where:
• εH is the hoop strain
• E is the Young’s modulus of the cylinder material
• ν is the Poisson’s ratio of the cylinder material
• σR is the radial stress
• σH is the hoop stress
• A and B are Lamé constants
• R is a radius of the cylinder within its thickness
In order to determine the hoop stress on the external surface of the cylinder, the following
boundary conditions is applied.
σR|R=Rext = 0 (A.4)
and
σR|R=Rint = −Pint (A.5)
Sub- and superscripts int and ext represent the internal and external surfaces of the
cylinder respectively.
Substituting equations A.4 and A.5 into equation A.2, the following parameters are
determined:
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B.1 Standard Specimens, 10−3 s−1
Figure B.1: Sample Number 23 Figure B.2: Sample Number 26
Figure B.3: Sample Number 136 Figure B.4: Sample Number 220
Figure B.5: Sample Number 230 Figure B.6: Sample Number 280
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Figure B.7: Sample Number 319 Figure B.8: Sample Number 402
Figure B.9: Sample Number 451 Figure B.10: Sample Number 452
Figure B.11: Sample Number 453 Figure B.12: Sample Number 454
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Figure B.13: Sample Number 455 Figure B.14: Sample Number 456
Figure B.15: Sample Number 457 Figure B.16: Sample Number 458
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B.2 Standard Specimens, 10−2 s−1
Figure B.17: Sample Number 105 Figure B.18: Sample Number 124
Figure B.19: Sample Number 228 Figure B.20: Sample Number 251
Figure B.21: Sample Number 270 Figure B.22: Sample Number 332
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Figure B.23: Sample Number 384 Figure B.24: Sample Number 424
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B.3 Standard Specimens, 10−1 s−1
Figure B.25: Sample Number 119 Figure B.26: Sample Number 171
Figure B.27: Sample Number 247 Figure B.28: Sample Number 248
Figure B.29: Sample Number 309 Figure B.30: Sample Number 410
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Figure B.31: Sample Number 427 Figure B.32: Sample Number 461
Figure B.33: Sample Number 462 Figure B.34: Sample Number 464
Figure B.35: Sample Number 465 Figure B.36: Sample Number 466
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Figure B.37: Sample Number 467 Figure B.38: Sample Number 469
Figure B.39: Sample Number 493 Figure B.40: Sample Number 494
Figure B.41: Sample Number 496 Figure B.42: Sample Number 502
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B.4 Defatted Specimens, 10−3 s−1
Figure B.43: Sample Number 13 Figure B.44: Sample Number 131
Figure B.45: Sample Number 135 Figure B.46: Sample Number 138
Figure B.47: Sample Number 165 Figure B.48: Sample Number 229
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Figure B.49: Sample Number 314 Figure B.50: Sample Number 404
Figure B.51: Sample Number 433
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B.5 Defatted Specimens, 10−2 s−1
Figure B.52: Sample Number 17 Figure B.53: Sample Number 79
Figure B.54: Sample Number 114 Figure B.55: Sample Number 198
Figure B.56: Sample Number 208 Figure B.57: Sample Number 255
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Figure B.58: Sample Number 277 Figure B.59: Sample Number 326
Figure B.60: Sample Number 366 Figure B.61: Sample Number 438
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B.6 Defatted Specimens, 10−1 s−1
Figure B.62: Sample Number 15 Figure B.63: Sample Number 25
Figure B.64: Sample Number 94 Figure B.65: Sample Number 129
Figure B.66: Sample Number 152 Figure B.67: Sample Number 163
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Figure B.68: Sample Number 184 Figure B.69: Sample Number 204
Figure B.70: Sample Number 273 Figure B.71: Sample Number 274
Figure B.72: Sample Number 371 Figure B.73: Sample Number 390
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Figure B.74: Sample Number 400 Figure B.75: Sample Number 439
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B.7 Confined Specimens, 10−3 s−1
Figure B.76: Sample Number 77 Figure B.77: Sample Number 90
Figure B.78: Sample Number 150 Figure B.79: Sample Number 161
Figure B.80: Sample Number 214 Figure B.81: Sample Number 264
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Figure B.82: Sample Number 299 Figure B.83: Sample Number 324
Figure B.84: Sample Number 361 Figure B.85: Sample Number 434
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B.8 Confined Specimens, 10−2 s−1
Figure B.86: Sample Number 19 Figure B.87: Sample Number 31
Figure B.88: Sample Number 33 Figure B.89: Sample Number 137
Figure B.90: Sample Number 182 Figure B.91: Sample Number 205
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Figure B.92: Sample Number 285 Figure B.93: Sample Number 358
Figure B.94: Sample Number 379 Figure B.95: Sample Number 399
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B.9 Confined Specimens, 10−1 s−1
Figure B.96: Sample Number 38 Figure B.97: Sample Number 59
Figure B.98: Sample Number 82 Figure B.99: Sample Number 97
Figure B.100: Sample Number 140 Figure B.101: Sample Number 177
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Figure B.102: Sample Number 260 Figure B.103: Sample Number 261
Figure B.104: Sample Number 283 Figure B.105: Sample Number 345
Figure B.106: Sample Number 365 Figure B.107: Sample Number 385
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Figure B.108: Sample Number 394 Figure B.109: Sample Number 435
Figure B.110: Sample Number 440
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B.10 20mm Bone Confined Specimens, 10−3 s−1
Figure B.111: Sample Number 498 Figure B.112: Sample Number 503
Figure B.113: Sample Number 504 Figure B.114: Sample Number 506
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B.11 20mm Bone Confined Specimens, 10−1 s−1
Figure B.115: Sample Number 508 Figure B.116: Sample Number 510
Figure B.117: Sample Number 512 Figure B.118: Sample Number 513
Figure B.119: Sample Number 514
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B.12 28mm Bone Confined Specimens, 10−3 s−1
Figure B.120: Sample Number 529 Figure B.121: Sample Number 530
Figure B.122: Sample Number 532 Figure B.123: Sample Number 533
Figure B.124: Sample Number 534
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B.13 28mm Bone Confined Specimens, 10−1 s−1
Figure B.125: Sample Number 535 Figure B.126: Sample Number 537
Figure B.127: Sample Number 538
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B.14 Bone Confined Inner 10 mm versus Whole
Specimen
B.14.1 20mm Specimens, 10−3 s−1
Figure B.128: Sample Number 498 Figure B.129: Sample Number 503
Figure B.130: Sample Number 504 Figure B.131: Sample Number 506
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B.14.2 20mm Specimens, 10−1 s−1
Figure B.132: Sample Number 508 Figure B.133: Sample Number 510
Figure B.134: Sample Number 512 Figure B.135: Sample Number 513
Figure B.136: Sample Number 514
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B.14.3 28mm Specimens, 10−3 s−1
Figure B.137: Sample Number 529 Figure B.138: Sample Number 530
Figure B.139: Sample Number 532 Figure B.140: Sample Number 533
Figure B.141: Sample Number 534
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B.14.4 28mm Specimens, 10−1 s−1
Figure B.142: Sample Number 535 Figure B.143: Sample Number 537
Figure B.144: Sample Number 538
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B.15 Influence of Architectural Parameters
(a) Standard
(b) Defatted
(c) Structurally Confined (d) 20 mm Bone Confined
(e) 28 mm Bone Confined
Figure B.145: Graphs showing Yield Strength versus BV/TV for each specimen condition
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(a) Standard (b) Defatted
(c) Structurally Confined (d) 20 mm Bone Confined
(e) 28 mm Bone Confined
Figure B.146: Graphs showing Ultimate Strength versus BV/TV for each specimen
condition
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(a) Standard (b) Defatted
(c) Structurally Confined (d) 20 mm Bone Confined
(e) 28 mm Bone Confined
Figure B.147: Graphs showing Yield Strength versus Tb.N for each specimen condition
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(a) Standard (b) Defatted
(c) Structurally Confined (d) 20 mm Bone Confined
(e) 28 mm Bone Confined
Figure B.148: Graphs showing Ultimate Strength versus Tb.N for each specimen
condition
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(a) Standard (b) Defatted
(c) Structurally Confined (d) 20 mm Bone Confined
(e) 28 mm Bone Confined
Figure B.149: Graphs showing Yield Strength versus Tb.Sp for each specimen condition
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(a) Standard (b) Defatted
(c) Structurally Confined (d) 20 mm Bone Confined
(e) 28 mm Bone Confined
Figure B.150: Graphs showing Ultimate Strength versus Tb.Sp for each specimen
condition
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